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one but her mother saw, no one knew of was to have accompanied her as her slave, vvloai;
versation, ‘ where does your mother reher talent ; for the homely Pauline was as
mankind t0 M|)a
Several years passed, Edward found to
and had prepared a becoming dress for the side ?’
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Edward
answered at Stutgard, bis astonishment he had been blind ; that
diffident as the fascinating Jeannette was
111 so oly depends
occasion.
The day arrived ; the illness of w„cl*c, H1 reau(V
where, in reality, she was in the highest his wife was really handsome ; and his
J AMES K. REMICH.
I oh the blood is kepi.,
unembarrassed, and it only required a se- her mother had increased ; the looks of the circle
of society!
Officeon the Main-Street,-opposite the Meeting-House.. corid look from any one to make her blush
Pauline then spoke of domestic happiness every day increased.
applied
Physician, although he said nothing, made '
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: Jood consumed,
the
pleasant
situation and advantages of -—Domestic happiness never made its
deeply.
Fortunately this did not often hap
Pauline determine not to go to the masque
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10 ’he pureness 1
Stutgard, and nothing more was said of Ed home with Jeannette.
She
The sisters sel
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which I
rade.
Jeannette gave herself but little
’ate ol the body
ward’s misfortune.
? dom saw each other ; for Pauline lived
embroidered
as
well
as
her
sister,
but
only
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year. No
trouble
to
persuade
her
to
go,
and
went
° obtain, iheieloret4
For the purpose of confirming what he
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub upon work bags for aunts and grandmothers.
only for her husband and children.
Je
without her.
0 ’he blood, is a qutsl.
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
had said of his losses, he sold his two hor
—
8he
appeared
neat
at
home
—
in
company
annette only for the great world.
Here
ce to every jndp j(|Ull|
f he publisher does not hold himself responsible for
‘ Where is your sister ?’ asked Edward.
ses.
He continued to visit the two sisters,
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount the consciousness of her homeliness gave
she found sufficient amends for the only
’•^arethe most
‘ My mother is not well, and Pauline re
charged for its insertion.
and the calmness of his feelings now per
her an air of restraint ; but at home affairs
'd, there will be ll0 iooi
true happiness of marriage, as long as her
mained at home for company.’
He was
mitted him to see a thousand little things beauty attracted new admirers, and as
could not go on without her.
■<l that they have A,
pleased with that, but he had little time
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that had formerly escaped him.
None of
tensive sdebyviljl,
When the girls grew up, their mother
long as her husband’s riches afforded the
to think of it, for Jeannette appeared more
* FOR
his observations were of a kind to rekindle
veil by the iiurnerotisciis
thought proper that they should take charge
means of extensive luxuries.
But alas!
beautiful than ever, and neither he nor
'compliehed in every
his former love ; on the contrary Pauline
of the affairs of the house, each by turns,
her charms began to vanish—she grew
Maurice left her side.
She enjoved the
appeared more amiable to him, and her sickly—the affections of he- husband be
Being third after Bissextile or Leap Year, and week about.
Pauline soon became accus
triumph of being admired k the highest de
on of these pills ts i^
homeliness less striking.
As he now con
sixty-third of American Independence.
tomed to it, and in her week all things went
came deadenedy—his coffers were empt
gree.
Whenever
she
danced,
a
crowd
was
jperations being
versed more with her than Jeannette, she ied—poverty i^roduccd discord.
rJi
rights When Jeannette’s turn came, she
Thek
*3
formed around her ; wherever she went she
ding to the pureness.®
felt more confidence
towards him, her
hurried about hastily the whole forenoon,
I , .
u(Ui, (ICI .avoid
X X
avoided one another.
Madame ran in
Jn a person in afairs^
heard the voice of flattery.
ra
oashlulness was conquered, and she opened debt,
O a
co
a but when noon came, the dinner was spoilcostive or slightly
Monsieur gambled away her jew
to
Towards midnight, just as she had prom hni’
1K7I
_ a. _conduced
I
a very much
. to
o
25 GO
her heart.
What
W ed.
She grieved also at the time she lost
ly felt; on the coiit^j
els.
They began with complaints and
«5
>
ised to dance a quadrille with Edward, a
a
ö from her singing and harpsichord, and at
this, was the modest supposition that Ed
CO
ironic, and the constji
ended with reproaches.
At length one
domino entered and took off his mask ; it
>
©
ward could have no thought of marriage
the little time which was left to arrange her
they generally, at
morning, Maurice rode away, without ta
was her mother’s physician.
‘ M iss,’ said
with her; that removed her embarrass
system be freed lioaisj
head dress for her evening parties.
The
king leave, and was never heard of after
he, ‘ I have just come from your house, and
and turgid humors, i
ment, and she showed her pure, unrestrain
good hearted Pauline frequently took her
JANUARY.................1
dare
not
conceal
from
you
that
your
moth

wards.
2
3
4
5
is sufficient to causetw«
ed,
and
sisterly
affection.
task off her hands, until finally the practice
6
7
8
9 10 11
Poor helpless Jeannette was forced to
12
er is very ill.’
nations daily, wills®
Jeannette, on the other hand, did not
13 14 15 16 17 18 19 of relieving each other weekly was neglect
‘Good Heaven!’ she exclaimed, terri
seek an asylum with her sister.
She was
and the constitution nil
receive
much
pleasure
from
his
visits,
which
20 21 22 23 24 25 26 ed, and Jeannette troubled herself no more
kindly received and treated with the most
fied and perplexed. ‘ 1 must go home this
j of health and re»
27 28 29 30 31
were especially disagreeable when f Maurice
about domestic affairs.
The weak mother
tender forbearance, but her conscience
moment.’
FEBRUARY..........
was present.
To him she continued her
...1
2 did not interfere, for she could not be dis
‘
By
all
means,
’
said
Edward,
‘
let
us
ecommended by thou®
3
4
5
6
7
8
whole coquetry, and soon drew the net so Was not at ease ; a violent cough en
9 pleased with the lovely face that pleased ev
feebled her frame, and in her twenty
go.’
hey have cured oft;
10 11 12 13 14 15 16
tightly over him that he sought her pressery body.—There could be no party unless
za, Colds, Indigestion,!
eighth year no former trace of beauty re
17 18 19 20 21 22 23
Just then the music commenced. Jean
ingly every day, to make him the most en
Jeannette
Western
graced
it
;
her
name
grac

Pains, and a sen&eof.
24 25 26 27 28
mained.
Her mind was soured and em
nette looked round embarrassed ; Edward
viable of mortals at the altar.
She still took
ed the poets for a subject, and was the uni
art of the head, usually
MARCH...................
bittered so that she was rendered unfit
...1
offered his services to look for her servant.
2
airs upon herself, and teased him for a
apoplexy, Jaundice, ft
3
5
4
6
7
8
9 versal toast. Few only knew that she had She was just on the point of asking him to
for any domestic joys.
while, and jestingly at last gave her con
.yphus, and cdminoiife
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 a sister.
do so, when one of the dancers in the sett
ia, Gout, Rheumatol
17 18 19 20 21 22 23
sent.
The lover was delighted excessive
Two young officers, Edward and Mau
At Farmer’s Life and Duties.—If we
24 25 26 27 28 29 30 rice, saw Jeannette, and both became ex took her hand and commenced a figure.__ ly, and the most extensive preparations
er complaints, Pleuris,
She
obeyed
mechanically,
but
said
to
a
were ever envious, it was of the farmer,—
31
pression of the spirit^
were commenced for the nuptials.
tremely enamored.
Both were of good
the intelligent, independent farmer who
lady standing next to her, ‘ I cannot dance
APRIL.
on, sore Eyes, Fits,‘11
1
2
3
4
5
6 family, brave, noble, and both very rich.
Meanwhile Edward appeared very calm.... 7
8
any longer, my mother is sick.’ ‘ O do not He was no longer in love, but it appeared owned his land, his house and his barns •
x, Measles, Croup,
9 10 11 12 13
Jeannette was delighted with her conquests,
14 15 16 17 18 19 20
i, Quinsy, CholiqCh
who was free from debt, whose family were’
rob us of the ornament of our quadrille,’
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 and her mother, who was in moderate cir said a rich young Englishman, a few min- to him, at times, as if he loved Pauline__ growing up prosperously around him, upon
Worms, Dyseniary, It
His
wish
to
see
her,
if
he
had
not
seen
her
28 29 30
cumstances, indulged herself in sweet dreams
■s in the H ead, King’fi
whom God smiled and blessed.
We have
utes can make no difference.’
She looked
for a day or two, the quickness with which
MAY.
‘ If both should be in earn
.....
has or St. Anthony’s!
...1
2
3
4 of the future.
,dwa.rd’ aS if she .wished him ‘o decide
seen such a farmer ; and in truth we know
time passed in her company, the unwilling
e Swellings, Ulcers,»
6
7
8
9 10 11 est,’ said she to her daughter,
.
‘ which for her, but he was---------------silent.
It was now his ness with which he separated from her—all ofnomanso happy, and no business so
12 13 14 15 16 17 18 should you prefer ?’
nding, Cancers, Tn
- I- do
‘
not know turn to dance.
The
The person next to him these things often made him think ‘ What permanently profitable, nonethat makes the
19 20 21 22 23 24 25
legs, Piles, Costive»
SÄ IT™
‘ bUl J. sha" W «"> ; he cas.
26 27 28 29 30 31
An independent
kin, frightful Dreamt,
~~
.
an inquiring look at if I should offer. Pauline my hand?’
like the richest one the best. ’ Then I should
A owner so independent.
JUNE.
.....
of every kind, «specif
...1 take care of you mother, in your old age, Jeannette,—his neighbor jogged him again : surprising occurrence suddenly decided for farmer has his house to live in, it is his
3
4
5
own, he has earned it by the labor of bis
Jeannette did not refuse, and so she danced
ions, &c.
6
8
him.
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 and I would have my sister to manage mv the figure with him, and the quadrille was
hands.
He has his graneries filled with the
who use and rec»
He
received
a
letter
from
his
mother,
The doaiing parent wept
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 house for me.’
productions of his fields, his barns with the
roof positive of tbeiii
nnished without any thing more being said.
containing a bill of exchange on Stutgard
23 24 25 26 27 28 29 for joy at the filial sentiments of her daugh
leficial effects. Thej||
She would lhen have gone, but she was so
stock reared, and the bay raised upon his farm.
30
for one hundred dollars signed by one of
ter, and Pauline was grateful for such a
lo all she can in then
heated
that
she
would
have
taken
cold
by
His cellars are filled with the necessaries of •
JULY.
...1
2
3
the
principal
bankers
of
the
place
where
4
5
6 mark of sisterly affection.
In the mean
d symptom of the oin
hfe.
Almost every thing necessary to feed
going
into
the
air.
After
walking
op
and
7
8
9 10 11 12 13 time both the young men wooed earnestly
Edward resided.’ ‘ I cannot comprehend,’
the human irameii
down an adjoining room for a time, she
him and his family grows around him. He
14 15 16 17 18 19 20
she
wrote
in
her
letter,
‘
why
it
should
be
purity of the blood,
for the beauty’s favor; and both were equal
21 22 23 24 25 26 27
went home and Edward accompanied her
may raise his own pork, fatten and kill his
mpure state of the I
sent to me.
It was sent to me in an anon
ly kind to the humble Pauline, because she
28 29 30 31
A Vusy.Wenl !° theJleps they saw a fire
own sheep, eat his own poultry and his own
deed ‘ assist Nutw’il)
ymous
letter
;
I
am
besought
in
few
lines
gave
them
the
pleasure
of
being
alone
with
AUGUST................
in the kitchen, where Pauline
...i
2
eggs—hve upon his own home made bread
ie purificaliopoflliM
]0 her sister. Jeannette was rea Fly in embarwas prepar- not to despise the gift of a good heart.’ A
4
6
7
8
9
ing something for her mother,
ire numerous persousil
Her coun- flame blazed in Edward’s breast.
He - weave his own cloth, raise his own wool
11
12 13 14 15 16 17 --------rassment
which
of
her
suitors
to
prefer.
’
*■
'
, and whose bodies«!*
ienance reddened by the glow of the~ fire
—knit his own stockings through the agen
18 19 20 21 22 23 24 Edward gave a ball, at which she was the
trembled —his eyes sparkled.
He hurried
-.M.-.u5u.CBUa„,aiwmcnsne was the appeared handsome, this time, to Edward’
, that all that can re«
cy of his wife and daughters—make his own
25 26 27 28 29 30 „
to the banker.
‘ Did you draw this bill of
31 Queen, and she thought on that eve she was
miporary relief,nevertlu
‘ It ,is well you.have come,’said Pauline
butter and cheese,—in short live and dress
SEPTEMBER..!
2
3
4
5
exchange ?’ ‘ Yes.’ ‘ For whom ?’
‘ 1
6
7 in a fair way to love Edward !
J
Maurice
commenced using tW
to
her
sister,
‘
mother
has
been
very
sick
comfortably without goingoffhis own home
8
9 10 11 12 13 14
cannot
say.
’
‘
But
the
bill
of
exchange
rying circumstancesofl’
gave a sleigh ride, and she flew along the
15 16 17 18 19 20
and 1 have frequently had to leave her
stead.
Thls js no fiction, and it is the fact
m almost every others
on° that
was sent to my mother.’
‘ I know nothing
22 23 24 25 26 27 28 street in a splendid equipage, and on
alone.’
that the farmer is the most independent man
gether unavailing, bawl
of
that,
it
is
no
business
of
mine.
‘
I
beg
|
day
she
thought
Maurice
more
amiable
than
29 30
Edward felt himself in a singular frame
in thè community.
1th and happiness by!
you to tell me the person.’
‘ I cannot.’__
5 i his rival.
She delayed her decision from
OCTOBER............
...1
2
3
4
of mind.
On this yery evening Jeannette
You will probably cause the happiness of . Bm in order to be happy, and to make
6
7
!
one
day
to
another,
attributing
her
hesita8
10 11 12
l»s hfe useful as it ought to be, he must be
had dropt some hints, which gave him
13 14 15 16 17 18 19i tion to her heart.
my life.’
The banker looked at Iffm with
IN KENNEB®
hopes of gaining the victory over his rival.
intelligent—in possession of the means of
20 21 22 23 24 25 26:
surprise. ‘ Will you tell me the truth if I
‘ If in your place,’ said Pauline, one day
,N & Co. ;
His delight on that account, however, had
knowledge—especially that kind of knowl
27 28 29 30 31
name the person ?’ ‘ Yes.’
‘ Miss Pau
port, by 8- H.W
‘ I should take Edward.’
J’
been very much moderated by the last
edge which relates to his own professfon.
NOVEMBER.........
......... .1
line
astern
?
’
‘
You
have
guessed
it.
’
2
dileford, McIntire w
i Why ?—Maurice is as rich, and you will
quadrille.
A film fell from his eyes.—He
3
4
5
6
8
9
Edward hurried out, and in two minutes , He must use the means which God has giv
ileucus Adamsj
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 acknowledge he is handsomer.’
en him ; to be happy himself and contribute
was able for the first time, to look upon he asked the hand of Pauline.
She was i
am Huntress;
‘
He
is
generous,
too,
’
said
the
mother.
17 18 19 20 21 22 23
her beauty without a violent wish to pos
to the peace and comfort of those around
Chadbourne;
confused.
She
could
not
answer
—
She
‘ But he is fickle,’ said Pauline.
‘ Our
24 25 26 27 28 29 30
In justice to himself he will employ his even
sess her.
He would probably have re
Tibbets ;
sighed—‘ Am I disagreeable to you ?’ j
DECEMBER.... 1
2
3
4
5
6
7 I aunt has told me a good many things about nounced her immediately if vanity had not
i, Aaron Webber;
m the acquisition of knowledge.
He
She was silent a moment, and then re- ings
,
8
9 10 11 12 13 14 him.'
■, Stephen Merrill;
whispered that she would immediately have
will be a reader of useful books and a sup
15 16 17 18 19 20 21
plied,
* Oh no, I have long loved you ; t
‘ Our aunt,’ replied Jeannette snapishly
bey & Wood ;
left the hall if she had not been dancing
porter of the public press, which brings at
22 23 24 25 26 27 28
but how could I hope?’
The
filol
‘ an old aunt.’
J
first his door the newspaper which gives him the
k, Parks
with
him,
and
that
it
was
he
who
made
her
29 30 31
raptures of love flowed through two noble
ick, Sheldon Hobbs;
‘Edward, on the other hand,’ continued
b'll°7,P“ Ohe «wld. Such a farmer as this
forget her duty for a moment.
His feel
hearts.
Pauline could not comprehend
Pamme, ‘ is more steady ; and I think I
i Wilson;
.
«■ill fulfil his duties to his God and his felJANUARY....................
ings
could
not
withstand
that
flattering
...1
2
3
¡uit, Barak MaxweliJ
bow Edward had taken such a sudden
4: have often remarked, that he feels more
low man, and is the happiest and the most
5
é
thought of being beloved by so beautiful a
7
8
9 10 11
violent resolution.
She often asked the
12 13 14 15 16 17 18 deeply and more sincerely than Maurice.’
Neddick, George^'
girl, and all that reason could win of him
independent among the best of men.
reason—he smiled, but did not answer.
‘ Pshaw,’said Je,nnnette, tossing her head
19 20 21 22 23 24 25
was a determination to put her supposed
Providence Courier.
Her
nuptials
with
the
poor
Edward
while she stuck a flower in her hair before’
26 27 28 29 30 31
affections for him to the proof.
ider Dennett;
were fixed for the same day on which Je
the glass.
‘ They both feel so deeply that !
, Samuel DoùgM|
During a very dark night, a blind man
He waited until her mother recovered
hardly knowhow to manage them.
Mean
annette was to marry, the rich Maurice.
M. Merrill. Mi
was walking in the streets with a lighted
and then went one day, with a sorrowful
......... Pauline made disposition for strict frugalwhile what harm will there be in delaving
ner, Natl»" EU“’
cand e m his hands, and a pitcher upon his
countenance, to Jeannette, and ink
THE TWO SISTERS.
formed ity with her future domestic affairs ; her
awhile ! their rivalry makes my time pass
dm Sanborn;
shoulders
‘ Friend,’ said a person who
her
that
his
estate
in
Suabia
had
been
<a..
Tn a large city of Germany dwelt two
n
rav’
white
plain
bridal
dress,
contrasted
power

very pleasantly, and finally accident will de
aged by the enemy, and that it would take,
met him, of what use to you is that light?
sisters, Jeannette and Pauline.
Jeannette
fully with the silver lace of her sister.
Ed
cide.’
Pauline was silent.
Both suitors
Are not day and night the same to you
at least, a year’s rent to put it in its former
Asa Dolton; Norl11*
had the fortune to be very handsome, and
ward pressed her to his heart and smiled —
continued their attentions without intermis
I he other laughingly replied, ‘ it is not for
condition.
‘ But,’ added he, tenderly, ‘ if
the bad fortune to find it out very soon.
’ ‘ to-morrow,’said he, ‘ I will inform my
sion.
Jeannette
only
loves
me,
my
income
will
myself
that I carry the light, but for block
She
soon
accustomed
herself
to
look
in
thé
Im McLellan;
mother of the choice I have made, you
One day, as Edward entered the room
heads like you, to prevent them from run
be sufficient te protect us from want.’
She
a mesxMc Arthur;
glass—that was natural ; she took pains in
must
also
add
a
letter.
’
Pauline
promised
he found Pauline in tears and Jeannette
d>, James Leave'.
was visibly shocked, and changed color as
dressing—that was pardonable ; she endeavit, not without some embarrassment, and ning against me and breaking my pitcher.”
laughing loudly.
He asked modestly, the
soon as he began his relation, and her en
ored to acquire accomplishments—that was
Edward
smiled again.
On the next day
cause of the tears and the laughter.
‘ I am
deavors to conceal her confusion did not es
A Clincher.-A. and B. walking togeth
prudent - but she thought no more was ne
she handed the letter, Ibut showed him at the
a child,’ said Pauline, blushing, and left the
er, were talktng of the senses, such^s hear
cape him.
An
anxious pause ensued. I time her finger bound
cessary—that was foolish.—True she played
chamber.
‘ A child indeed,’ said Jeannette
‘*,
1 up which had com,
Mie soon, IIUWCver>
however, recovered
recovered her
her compo-----A reon the harpsichord, and sang bravura with
pel
’ ’ her to get her sister to write the let- ,ing, seeing, feeling, and the like.
d travelling Ag(|(df
pelled
laughing after her.
‘ You would never
i
’ ' ’ her
‘
marked that his sense of hearing was re
sure,
laid
hand upon his in a friendly ter.
taste.
She drew the landscape after Hack*
Edward kissed the finger, cast a look
guess what she was crying for.’
way,
WDV. and
anrt said,
co IJ ‘( my ¿ood
_____ i fdend,
c. Ir wifl
... ’no*t
J
markable for its acuteness.
B. was not
ert, aud embroidered flowers from nature.
Feb. 1OJ838^
of love upon her, and a tear stood in bis
‘ If it is not improper to ask,’__
deceive you, I am a spoiled child, and can
wonderfully endowed in this respect, but
But she only played the harpsichord in
sparkling eye.
She blushed and thought
‘ Oh, not at all.
You have probably
observed that his vision was wonderful.
not do without a great many things.
We
great companies, and only sang airs at con
something was not right, but he said ‘ very
sometimes remarked an old blind dog that
Now to illustrate,’said he, ‘lean see a
are
neither
of
us
romancers.
We
know
certs, and only drew landscapes for exhibi
well,
’
and
smiled.
used to he on the sofa ?
He was mine, and
ribei- ha»i"S.
*>
that the hottest Jove will grow cold in a
ny
on the spire ofyonder church.’ A. look
tions ; and embroidered flowers for sofas and
The marriage day appeared.
Edward
m h.syoung days used to make a good deal
ed sharply at the place indicated___‘ Ah ’
screens.—At home, time passed tediously, °f SP°!\ Th?s ™o‘n‘ng he broke a hand- C."“T'.„That 1 am wel1 incline<l iowards
came
early
in
the
morning
and
laid
a
val

dtown foro»
said he, ‘ I can’t see him but I cah hear him
jou I will not deny, but we must act reasalthough her old weak mother was continu
uable necklace in his bride’s lap.
Pau
,at he h»s
biki
T°the h. ih
! freUed a
onably—remain my friend.’
step distinctly
N. H. Telagraph.
ally praising her beauty.
This old truth
, and hereby f»«8|
line was astonished, but Jeannette wasi
I thought the old blind animal was good for
I or trustinga"J« *
This declaration was a thrust at the
could only give pleasure in coming from
nothing, and only did mischief; So I sent
’ more so, for the necklace was more val
Baked beans have got to be decidedly
heart of Edward, but it was a beneficial
new lips ; hence Jeannette was continually
;n his.accenni 0«
him to a huntsman and had him shot ’
uable than her own.
‘ I have been prac the only fashionable meal for Sabbath noon
operation
—
the
wound
soon
healed,
He
seeking
new
society.
Ladies
always
prac

he wil.1
tising usury,’ said Edward, jestingly ; 4 a A minister whois a very correct mathematL
‘ And that was the cause of your sister’s
soon afterward repeated the story in the
tice a certain economy in the praise of oth
little sum advanced by a noble lady, a cian, and bit ot a wag withal, has computed
weeping.
’
,Mayl,lÄ^
er ladies ; but gentlemen, on the contrary
presence of Pauline.
She did not look up
friend of mine, has doubled itself more that he preached regularly every Sabbath
‘ That was it.
One would think we were
from her embroidery, but he remarked that
are very lavish of praise; and therefore
than a thousand fold.’
living in the time of romance.’
afternoon to fifty-five bushels and three
her eyes were moist.
‘ What gives the
Jeannette was fond of the society of gentle
‘ By a noble lady,’ said Pauline.
Edward was silent and soon changed the
pecks ofbaked beans, fwe omit the odd
most
pain
from
this
misfortune,
’
continued
men.
‘ The necklace is very fine,’ continued quarts and lesser denominations as of no
conversation.
But after that time he never
he,( is the poverty of my mother.
If I
Her sister Pauline would probably have
overlooked Pauline as he formerly had done.
Edward, ‘ but what adorns it most, and consequence,) while their owners were most
should devote the whole of my income to
thought and acted in the same manner, but
a good assolti»
He conversed sometimes with her ; became
makes me the happiest of men, is con ly asleep.
her,
it
would
not
be
sufficient
to
provide
no one praised the poor girl, simply because
acquainted with her unpretending worth •
cealed in this paper.’
no one noticed her, for the small pox had admired her modesty, and began to think her with the luxuries to which she has been
& jjye-stw11'
She opened it confusedly.
It was the
Pun—‘ That’s a beautiful coat you have
rendered her appearance homely.
She was
accustomed, and you know that poverty
her appearance less homely.
Yet when the
wedding ring folded in the bill of ex on, said one gentleman to another—« where
sor»eÄ*ä!
also far behind her sister in showy accom
depends upon the different wants of man
lascmating Jeannettejappeared her charms
change.
does your tailor live?’ ‘ On the skirts of
plishments ; she played the guitar and sang
kind.
Pauline raised her head and looked
»s, Coffee,, S
J
made him forget Pauline
When all was explained, Pauline’s the town,’ was the ready reply.
at
him
kindly.
She
said
nothing,
but
her
agreeably, but merely simple little songs. I
She was'mil behind jeanneufin'the ^Iqu^
mother embraced her, while Jeannette
2li’eOll'nÄ
countenance spoke.
The needle trembled
tossed her pretty head.
She endeavored
Siie bethought herself and
drawing, but, except a few landscapes which for the carnival which was annroarhina’ in her han^.
There are three things in this narrow
"• Gi"£r,,M8
to
conceal
her
vexation
;
but her marhung in her mothers chamber, which tjo I when hr mother was taken sickLpaulife Te'±d ^rÌ,rfety--After ’ PaU8e riagedaeyawasth(
Nov. 23,1838. .
world more toublesome than injurious, viz.
was the beginning of her matrisheasl^spfmq-ety |o renew the con- monial ill' humor.
an old matd a musqueto, and a person who
votes a split ticket
‘
0

1839.

a O
25
o
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Nine Days later Jrom Europe.—By the
packet ship Columbus, which arrived at New
York on Saturday evening, we have receiv
ed our files of London papers to Nov. 19.
They contain a variety of information of
considerable interest. Lord Durham’s proc
lamation, which was published, was the sub
ject of free discussion. It was reported that
when he arrives he will put himself at the
head of the genuine reformers of England,
and declare bis adherence to household suf
frage, vote by ballot, and triennial parlia
ments. The intelligence from the east ap
pears to be of considerable importance. The
Morning Herald of the 19th, has the follow
ing commentary on this news.
Boston Daily ddv.

MAIL ARTICLES
From Harrisburg.—From the following
document it will be seen that the Cunning
ham section of the House of Representatives
have made a proposal for a compromise.
It
was understood at Philadelphia on Monday,
that the Hopkins House had declined the overture in an answer signed by the 59 mem
bers :

From the Harrisburg Telegraph Extra, Dec. 22.

The Sergeant-at-Arms got him into the Sen
ate Chamber ; they rushed in after him, but
were at length, after much entreaty, persuad
ed to desist. Whether this charge is trump
ed up at this time, merely to destroy the
force of his evidence, of course I cannot say.
1 understand that he has given bail to an
swer the charge. A witness to be taken out
of the keeping of the Senate of Pennsylva
nia by the process of a Justice of the Peace!

[From the Harrisburg Telegraph, Extra.]

Gov., Kent and the Boundary.—-A gen
tleman of this State who visited Washing

UNITED STATES LEGISLATURE.

ton during the last session of Congress, in
forms us that he conversed with Richard TWENTY-FIFTH
M. Johnson, the Vice President, on the

CONGRESS....THIRD

SESSION,

WEDNESDAY, DEC.

26.

subject of our North Eastern Boundary,
The Senate was a short time in executive
who told him that the People of Maine business to-day. No public business of any
ought not to think it strange that so little amount was transacted.
'
interest had been manifested heretofore in
regard to the Boundary question by the
THURSDAY, DEC.

27.

government, or by members of Congress
A communication from the Secretary of
It is our painful duty to inform the people
from other States ; for, said he, we have the Treasury was received, in reply to the
of Pennsylvania that the Senate this after
known nothing of the merits of the ques- resolution of Mr. Rives, calling for informanoon passed a resolution by a vote of sevenYour
teen
to sixteen,
the House ofj Bon until the past winter..
Your present
present! tion in regard to the fiscal relations between
t
'
, to recognize
'
Representatives as orrganized by the election Governor, continued the Vice President,! the Government and the Bank of the United
. ...................
/’ . as Speaker..
We
have j has done more towards enlightening pub- States, it is very voluminous—5000 copie«
of ..
William
Hopkins,
1
ordered to be printed.
no comments at this time to make upon this lie sentiment, upon this question, than all
The Senate went into Executive session
consummation of our beloved common the Governors Maine ever had.
The important intelligence which appear
We and then adjourned.
wealth’s infamy, and the means by which it have this from undoubted authority,
ed in our columns on Saturday, from our
We
has been brought about.
We give the nak
correspondent at Constantinople, of the re
publish it in order that those who have
ed fact to the people. The following is a
FRIDAY, DEC. 28.
establishment of the Russian ascendency at
been deceived into the belief that the policy
Several petitions, and a large number of
brief history ot the passage of the resolution
the Sublime Porte, and the consequent re
of
Gov.
Kent
in
relation
to
this
interesting
reports from committees, were presented,
through the Senate.
call of the Turkish fleet which had been
This morning the Senate refused by a vote question, was got up for party purposes,
The Senate held a short executive session
cruising in company with our own, must ex
of seventeen to sixteen to consider the reso and was calculated to involve the country and then adjourned to Monday.
cite in the mind of every reflecting and pat
With a view to the adjustment of the diffi lution of Mr. Fraley (city) to recognize the in a war with Great Britain, without the
■*•^9199^*
riotic Englishman the most serious appre
culties now existing between the members eHOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
hensions for the result of our foreign policy lect, ol the House of Representatives ; that House as organized by Speaker Cunning remotest prospect of bringing it any nearer
ham. On this vote it was shown, that in ad to a close, may see to what vile purpose,
in the east.
WEDNESDAY, DEC.26.
portion of them who have organized by the
The House took up the President’s mes
At this moment, while the military ambi election of Thomas S. Cunningham, Esq. as dition to Messrs. Fullerton and Case, Messrs. those who claim to be leaders of the honest
Strohm,
Michler,
Miller
(city)
and
M
’
Consage m Committee of the Whole on the State
tion of France is, in open and profligate con Speaker, propose to the other portion, who
The yeomanry, will resort to sustain their rotten ol the Union. Mr. Bell made the speech on
tempt of a solemn promise to our govern have chosen Wtn. Hopkins, Esq. as Speaker, key, had deserted the post of duty.
cause.
friends
of
order
then
despaired
of
effecting
the subject of the message which he promis
ment, firmly establishing itself on the shores as follows, viz. :
The opinion which the Vice President
any thing, as it was evident the Senate was
of the Mediterranean—while the danger to
1st. That Messrs. Cunningham and Hop either intimidated or purchased to trample has expressed of Governor Kent, is the ed some weeks ago. He commented on sev
eral points m the message showing its errors
the Canadas becomes more imminent than kins, at an hour, to be mutually agreed upon
ever—not because Lord Durham has resign for the meeting of all the members elect in the Constitution and Laws of the State un same that every intelligent aiid*candid man and misrepresentations. He dwelt much on
ed, but because he was sent there at all ; the Hall of the House of Representatives, derfoot. But a still more deplorable scene of all parties entertains ; and we believe the that part of the message which relates to the
while the storm of Scythian war rolls on shall respectively, as Speakers, resign, and was in a moment presented, by Mr. Michler time will come, when no politician will remedy for frauds on the public by defaultin'»
nearer and nearer to our eastern possessions, the members, whose seats are undisputed, offering a preamble and resolution to recog hazard his popularity by expressing a dif officers, and insisted that the fault was not so
how is the premier of England engaged ? i shall forthwith proceed to the election of a nize the Hopkins House 1
It is true, Gov. Kent has much in the subordinate officers as in the sys
To this proposition an amendment was ferent opinion.
Acting the part of a dangling and enervated !
tem of appointment. These men were put in
Speaker and other officers pro tern.
offered by Mr. Fraley (city) but at once voted been defeated by the election of John Fair
courtier, revelling in unreflecting enjoyment I
2d. That a special law shall be forthwith down. A proposition offered by Mr. Ewing, field ; but ‘ the sober second thoughts of fts a reward for political servicesand were suf.
upon his couch of roses, where the duties!
fered to act as they pleased.—They were held
passed, to provide for contesting the rights to
of office are neglected—where the cares of1 seats of the persons claiming to be represen of Washington, to declare both Houses ille the People’ will wipe away this ill devised to no accountability by their partizan friends
gal,
was
also
voted
down,
by
the
same
vote
act, and restore to the councils of Maine in power.—The spoils system, he said, would
empire are unfelt—where the voice of pub-' tatives—the committees, in such cases, to be
of 17 to 16. The question was finally taken
lie indignation and the cry of public distress 1
raised in the manner prescribed by the exist upon the original resolution when it was the brightest star that glitters within her eml in an appeal to rhe sword. Then these
are alike unheeded or unheard. Relying up- ! ing laws. Neither set from the county of
hungry.expectants would not rob covertly
borders.— Somerset Journal.
adopted by the following vote :
on the simplicity
and inexperience of a!
they would do it openly.
Swartwout’s de-'
Philadelphia, shall be permitted to vote on
Yeas
—
17
—
Nays
—
16.
young and pure minded Queen, the chief of
Boston and .Maine Rail Road.—A fault, he said, was puny and trifling, in coinany question, until the right of the contested
Great
credit
is
due
to
Messrs.
Fraley
(city)
the British cabinet at this momentous crisis !lseats
ioijnii
liavv been
MCCU determined ;; uul
shall have
but in
in all
all
correspondent of the Boston Allas says, parison with those so frequently committed
establishes his Epicurean abode in Wind-1 other respects, each shall be entitled to all Williams of Alleghany, Barclay, of Bedford,
Millions were
“ the
prospects in relation to this Rail by friends of departments.
Ewing
of
Washington,
and
Pearson
of
Mer

sor Castle, and leaves a falling empire to )ts | lbe privi|eges of members of the house.
Or,
every year, since Jackson came into power
Road
are
very
encouraging,
and
the
work
cer, for the firm and eloquent opposition
fate. The history of t us country presents . as an alterna^
on the principle of rewarding his political
is progressing with much energy and rapid friends, lost to the country, through the infi.
not such another example of a courtier prime I resign, end a writ for a new election to be they made to the degrading resolution.
The most humiliating part of this day’s ity.
Nine miles of the route from the line delity or the negligence and incompetency of
minister of England ; may it never present: forthwith issued.
a similar one !
I
3d. That until the comniitlee to be apnoinl- deeds, was the triumphant and sarcastic of Massachusetts near Haverhill towards of the heads of the departments themselves
Reshid Pacha had arrived at Pans, on ed 10 illvesti„ate lbe rlght l0 snid c0^ested smile which played upon the countenances Exeter will be completely graded by May
Mr. Prentiss of Mississippi, followed Mr.
bis way <o Lendon.
. • . .
sea,?> shall
sl|all have reported ; or until a new e
e- of the men who have been infesting, by then- next.
I1 seats,
The Andover and Haverhill Com Bell and laid out the ground work of a speech*
loathsome
presence,
during
the
last
few
The diplomatic differences which have |ecIion shall be had, and the returns thereof
which, when the.House goes into committee'
weeks, ihe galleries and lobbies of the Sen pany will commence their bridge across the
existed between the French and Neapolitan
received, as the case may be, no bills of a ate and House, when they saw this consum Merrimac river early in the Spring and again, he will have.an opportunity to finish
governments are adjusted, and the Duke of party nature shall be passed ; nor shall a
He intends to dwell particularly on that part
lam loath connect their road with that of the New of the Message which relates to defalcations
Montebello is appointed ambassador to Na- Stale
v Treasurer, or a United States Senator mation of their traitorous plots.
Hampshire Company, and in the course of
to dwell upon such painful facts.
pies. Count Ludolf is appointed Neapol-!
elected.'
and to show that the system of fraud pervaitan ambassador at Paris.
I)
next year we may hope to see completed a ding every department of the Government
4th. In case of a resignation of the respecIt was definitely determined that Ancona ! j
A Serious Affair.—Louisville, Dec. 17.— distance ol fifty miles from Boston towards was known to the present President and Ins
.
,
bve parties claiming to be representatives
was to be immediately evacuated by the j trom lhe count of Philadelphia, both house«, A fearful rencontre occurred at the Galt Maine by Rail Road.”
predecessor.
French troops, and the ship of lhe line Día- ¡f the Senate ag,.„ sha|1 ad üu¿
, « 21
House, in this city, on Saturday night.
Va
I rom sixty to eighty thousand dollars,
deme had received orders to proceed from ' ■inst.
• to
■ meet again
• on the
.
¿ or 10th of Jan rious conflicting rumors in regard to it are nearly half enough, has been subscribed in I
9th
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afloat, and, to avoid errors, we shall only
Toulon, with several transports, to take them
uary, to allow time for a new election in said
Mr. Prentiss resumed the floor, and spoke
Dover to continue the road from Exeter to
make a general statement of the occurrence.
on board. They were to take 1750 ham-1
! county ; and immediately after the commitlhe route has been surveyed at great length on the subject of the lately
On Saturday evening a difficulty took that place.
mocks. This evacuation takes place at the |I tees as above provided for, shall report ; or
discovered defalcations, and on the general
request of the Pope, and was to be com-I! the returns of said election shall be received, place between Judge Wilkerson, Dr. Wil and the work will be commenced early in
policy of the administration in relation to the
pleted by the end of the month.
iI as the case may be, a new election for Speak- kerson, and Mr. Murdo, all of Mississippi, the Spring.
collection, keeping and disbursement of the
The Emperor of Austria had issued a de !
and Mr. Redding, merchant tailor of this city,
■ er and other officers of the house, shall be had
public revenue. The correspondent of the
Revolutionary Mothers.—It is stated
in regard to some coats which had been
cree at Milan, for the restoration of the!
to serve tor the remainder of the session —
N. York Journal of Commerce, says—
property of the Knights of Malta, which had until which election none of the standing made by the latter for some of the first nam that 1,000-of these ancient widows have al
“ He expressed the opinion, that the noed individuals.
Redding appears to have ready received certificates, under the ex
been forfeited to the crown.
committees shall be appointed.
been roughly used, and he went to the Galt isting laws allowing pensions to the widows tice the President had taken of Mr. SwanTHOMAS S. SMITH,
wont’s defalcation was intended to deceive.
House alter night to get redress, accompan
From Mazatlan.—The New Orleans
SAMUEL A. PURV1ANCE,
ol soldiers of the Revolution married previ The Administration, like the pursued hear*
ied by three or four of his friends.
In the
Bee publishes the following letter received
B. M. HINCHMAN,
ous to Jan. 1794, ami that there are some dropped one cub for the purpose of saviJ
over land at Vera Cruz and forwarded to Committee on behalf of the members who e- bar room, he met Judge Wilkerson, and
the rest. He was determined to follow the
some words passed between them.—The thousands more of applicants.
New Orleans by the Cutter Wqodbury :
lected T. S. Cunningham their Speaker.
prolific she bear to her den, and if possible
Judge retired, and in a short time returned
Portland Adv.
Consulate of the U. S. of America, ?
crush the whole brood.
with Dr. Wilkerson and Mr. Murdo, all arm
Extract of a letter, dated
He said he would show that the President
Mazatlan, 6th Nov. 1838.
5
ed with Bowie knives. A general fight al
Fire.—Quite a destructive Fire occurred at
Harrisburg, Dec. 22, 1838.
has k«pt in office men whom he has under
most
immediately
ensued.
Mr.
Meek,
a
bar

East
Corinth
village,
on
the
night
of
the
11th
Sir—I have to inform you that one of
his own signature, pronounced worthy of
The debate ifi the Senate this morning, keeper in the Wall street House, was struck
uh. between 1 and 2 o’clock. The buildings
the most violent hurricanes took place on
was of a
_ highly
v interesting
.„.e character—it dead by a Bowie knife. A similar knife was burnt were a two story dwelling house occu imprisonment, and other ignominious pub.
lhe 1st instant within the recollection of the brought upon the tapis the eventful scenes of, passed through the lungs of Mr. John Rothishment, and he quoted the reeommeiidation
pied by Messrs. E. D. Baker and J. C. Chan
oldest inhabitants ; the whole of the ship the first week of the session, and made many ! well, a hatter in this city, who died last evedler furniture saved,—a large store occupied of the Executive of penal measures to pun
of the actors in those nefarious transactions | ning. Mr. Holmes, a steamboat pilot or enish and prevent those defalcations, for which
ping was lost, and driven on shore.
by Parker, Glidden & Co. and E. D. Baker,
In a short time Shoe-maker.—All the goods, valued at about he had not removed several public officers.
The following American vessels were wince under the promised exposure of their gineer, was also badly cut.
infamous transactions.
| a crowd had collected around the combatIn several remarkable rases of default, awrecked and driven on shore, viz :
$1400 were entirely lost, together with Mr.
Mr. Barclay called up the resolution sub- ants^ and the Mississippians retired up the
rnong which were these of Col. John S. Spen
Baker
’
s
stock
and
tools.
Brig Griffon, of Boston, totally wrecked,
ittftd sorrii*
Mr Mvora
a Hotel, ond
........up
.
_
cer, William D. Harris, and a Mr. Boyd
milted
some <1avs
days sinr.p.
since hv
by Mr.
Myers, for steps nf
of th
the
and, in going
the steps,
Also, a store owned by S. Rollins & Co.,
with loss of captain ; brig Mary, New the appointment of a committee to enquire one of them received a wound in his shoulPrentiss proved, most conclusively, from doc
goods saved.
No insurance.
The night
York, totally wrecked, with loss of second what necessity there was of bringing the der from a pistol that had been dropped in
was remarkably calm—hardly a breath of air umentary evidence, that the Government was
mate and steward ; brig Splendid, of New Military to Harrisburg ; since the day it was the contest..
He returned the fire without stirring, and by the prompt and energetic ex cogntzarH of their defalcations,—the Secreta
Reddin»» and his ertions of the inhabitants, the adjacent build ry of the Treasury especially,-and vet their
York, driven on shore, and has been con submitted, the mover abstained from making effect. We learn that Mr. Redding
any reference to it whatever, and designed I friends were unarmed—at least,°they disrobberies were wmfced at, and they’ kept in
demned and will be sold for account of
ings escaped uninjured although standing
office.
Nor did he forget to remind the
no doubt to let it sleep upon the files j played no arms during the conflict.
Judge
near. Had there been any wind the whole
whom it may concern ; brig Indus, of New
throughout the session.
But this could not ¡and Dr. Wilkerson and Mr. Murdo were ar- village must inevitably have been destroyed. ijiiSelthS’nO l0nger ago ,han February,
York, driven on shore, and since gut off
be—when it came up Mr. Barclay moved to! rested and placed in confinement.
• ®ecretary Bad sworn there were no
The loss falls very heavily on Messrs. Parker i r i
and will probably be repaired sufficiently strike out all of the original after the word)
December 18—Judge Wilkerson Dr Wil
& Glidden, two enterprising young men, who defalcations. The eye turns with loathing
here to enable her to proceed to a port for Resolved, and insert,That a committee of! kerson, and Mr. Murdo who too’k ¿art in
have been in business but a short time, and from the Jackson administration, now in the
further repairs.
five be appomted to inquire into the cause of the bloody affray al the Galt House on Saturconsequently are illy prepared to sustain it. process of disclosure. What are we to think
of these things
I have forty-five destitute American sea said armed force being brought to the Capital day evening, were taken from jail, vesterdav It is not known how the fire originated.
Mr. Prentiss continued to speak until 4 o’men on my hands, one half of the number of Pennsylvania, and whether there was any morning amidst a very large concourse of
Bangor Whig.
clock-when he sat down, Mr. Cushman ob
badly wounded, without clothing or any occasion therefor, and also to enquire wheth-1 people and carried before the Examinim»
er
any disturbance took place in the
tained the floor, and moved an adjournment,
HranviksturhnePtnoknl«'.«
,h« Senate | Court, The examinatiotj( howeve_ at
of the comforts of life.
I have actually been
Slabbing.—The Augusta Journal of Wednes
i Chamber. rpL
----- —
-------- -- ■'
T j _ solicitation of the prisoners, was deferred till
which was carried.
1 here
was j among
the ’Vanites
day last says—“ We understand that Mr.
obliged to furnish clothing from my own
that fluttering, ..
which
where the wound

........ tells
~ ........
~ ' to-morrow.
Judge Wilkerson spoke for a
Seth Rines of this town was on Saturday
wardrobe, not being able to find any ready ed bird is to be found.
The Van Buren considerable time in behalf of himself and
night dangerously stabbed by James White
FRIDAY, DEC. 28.
made in the place.
members attempted to defeat the resolution his follow prisoners, earnestly deprecating
Mr. Haynes moved that the House go into
a table waiter at the Augusta House.
They
The want of time prevents me from giv at first, but finding this could not be done, violence on the part of the multitude.
The with divers others, were at a House be Committee of the Whole, for the purpose of
ing the details of this unfortunate occur they at once pretended a great anxiety that prisoners were then remanded to jail.
tween the State House and Hallowell, which resuming the consideration of the President’s
the
inquiry
should
go
on,
and
seemed
very
Mr. Rothwell, who fell in the affray, was seems to have considerable company, al Message, but at the request of Mr. Wise
rence to the department of state, by this
post, having been employed both day and anxious the amendment should be adopted. buried yesterday, his body bein£ followed to though there is no sign on the door.
White withdrew his motion, to enable Mr. Wise to
the grave by the military, the fire companies, has fled.”
present a resolution for printing 20,000 extra
night saving the wrecks, &c. &c.
December 24, 1838.—In the Senate this and an immense procession of citizens.
copies of certain documents relative to defal
I have the honor to be,
morning, Mr. Kingsbury, from the minority There was evidently a powerful excitement
North Eastern Boundary.—The New York cations of public officers.—The resolution
Your obt. servt.
of the Committee appointed to enquire into ¡amid the assembled throng—almost
o --------- X too Courier & Enquirer publishes the following was debated through the day’s session, and
JO/HN PARROTT,
the organization of the House of Representa- ---------powerful to be repressed.—Journal.
extract of a letter, by the Gladiator, dated was several times modified by the mover,
Wm. D. Jones, Esq.
tives, made a report. The report concluded
London, 9th November, to a gentleman in form U Umale,y reduced to the following
U. S. Consul, Mexico.
with a Resolution for the recognition of the
Good News.—An uninterrupted line of that city :
The Griffon was formerly of this port ; Hopkins House.
ResoIved, That 20,000 copies extra of Docrail road from New York to Washington will
1 am enabled to.assure you, from a source
The resolution of Mr. Myers, as amended, now, we rejoice to announce, be opened to which may be relied on, that a new conven ument No. 297, of the 2d session of the 25th
at the time of her loss was probably owned
by Capt. Little and others at the Sandwich was then adopted, when the question arising the public about January 1 ; the link from tion in relation to the North Eastern Bounda Congress, and a like number extra of Docu
Islands and Canton, between which places on the preamble setting forth that an armed Jersey City to New Brunswick, and on to ry was concluded yesterday by our Minister ment No. 13, of the present session, the for
force was now at Harrisburg, &c. Mr. My Trenton, being entirely completed.' The and this Government, which will probably be mer relating to the public defaulters, the latand the West Coast of A merit, t !, she was a
ers, although it had been originally /offered , whole route from Washington will thus be forwarded to the United States by the Gladia I ter to the defalcation of Samuel Swartwout.
trader.
Capt.,Little belonged to BosUí;.. ot by him; tTU’vvopposed its adoption.—
be printed for the House.
mad; ... seventeen hours ; the mail leaving tor.”
vicinity, and left his family at Oahu, we It was, notwithstanding, adopted.
A large number of members took part in
in the morning and arriving before midnight
thinkjn July last.
Capt. Perry has re
On motion of Mr. Fraley, of the city, the The public have for some time enjoyed this
the debate, which was not brought to a close,
Gen.
Harrison
and
the
Nomination.
—
Gen

cently been reported in the Indus, and Senate .proceeded to the second reading of beautiful road, as far as from Jersey City,
but was terminated by the adjournment of
the resolution offered by him on Saturday opposite to us, to New Brunswick, and a eral Harrison, rumor says, has responded to the House, at 5 o’clock. The National Intel
Capt. Mott in the Mary.— Boston Adv.
last, for the recognition of the Cunningham better road, or more elegant, commodious the AntimaSonic Convention, by which he ligencer says,
was nominated to the Presidency, decliniti«»
The debate was animated and interesting,
Latest from Mexico.—The statement which House, so soon as the Senate should be offi cars, are no where to be found—thanks to
to anticipate the decision of the Whig Na
conducted with spirit, yet without departing
we published yesterday relative to the intes cially informed that they had a quorum Messrs. Sykes and Hazard, the engineers.
tional
Convention,
by
accepting,
as
definitive,
from decorum, and incidentally involved
tine troubles in Mexico, are confirmed by ready to proceed to business.
rp
,
r
, general
---------- 'nmiruiaiiv
involved
the Antimasonic nomination. The
o much
The Jctfoi
letter ¡is,
allusion to the policy and oracBefore the question was taken on the res
the arrival, this morning, ot the schooner
Sudden Death.—Miss Sarah E. Norton, of said to be in this city, in the possession
of
the
ssession oi the nee
of the AdminiSUafio.r;^^irZ
/ mia piat
olution,
the
Senate
adjourned.
Bceofthe
Sarah Ann, Capt. Bontempts, from Tampi
Edgartown, New York, died very suddenly a Hon. Marmar Denny, President of the late
The Committee in the case of James Han
co. It appears that on the 30th ult. a san
few days since. She was to have been mar Convention. We doubt not, it will soon be gard to the indulgence of, in some cases, re
guinary battle rook place at Tampico, be na, whose seat is claimed by Charles Brown, ried on the following day, and was adjusting
appointment of known defaulters. Mr. Wise
published.—Pittsburgh Advocate.
again professed his readiness to impeach the
tween the adherents of the government and had before them this afternoon, a Mr. Men at the mirror whpn she fell and expired. Two
denhall,
the
individual
who
made
certain
dis

Sectetary of the Treasury, and convict him*
its troops, and the federalists, commanded by
other similar cases are mentioned by the Phil
Twofold Defalcation.—We understand that
Gen. Urrea, in which the former were de closures of intended election frauds, when adelphia Ledger.
On Monday, Mrs. Has- the POSTMASTER of Pekin, Illinois, has out of his own correspondence, and he wafr
urged to do so by Mr. Thomas, in order that
feated, with the loss of 500 men killed and under arrest in Moyarnensing prison last Oc seinger, a respectable widow lady, was about
absconded with about $1200, which he has the whole truth may be presented on both
wounded. Among the prisoners taken by tober. His testimony was in no degree fa stepping into her carriage to attend a funeral,
received as agent for the Matchless Sanative
the federalists, was Gen. Piedra, the com vorable to Mr. Brown ;the statements made with some friends, when she fell off the steps
.
«
House d'd not atljouiB. over;
in his town—and that he took with him also and Mr. Bond has the floor.
mander of the government troops, who was were rather shocking to us unsophisticated on the pavement and expired instantly.
$500 belonging to the Post Office Depart
country
folk.
When
he
was
coming
down
shot immediately after his capture.
What is somewhat remarkable another lady
ment. When last seen, he was making the
The federal government had refused to stairs from the committee room, being still residing in her neighborhood, fell down in her
SATURDA'V, D®6. 29.
best of his way for Texas.
in
the
possession
of
the
Sergeant-at-Arms
of
acknowledge the treaty of Vera Cruz.
The House was engaged on private busi
room and expired a few days since.
the Senate, an attempt was made by one of
N. O. Courier, Dec. 18.
r
Seventeen dollars and a half per week is-: ness,
our constables, backed by a crowd of your
A/b Go.—The property of Messrs. Quacksaid by a correspondent ©f the National Intel-,
The Rev ¿r Rîiïl^—M
Philadelphia County worthies, to arrest him
emboss and Birdsall, Swartwoufs sureties
hgencer, to be the lowest price for boarding nreached his 60th nnn7
f Concord’ MT
The Penitentiary of Ohio last year yielded upon a charge of forgery, and take him out
was not sold by the U. S. iMarshall as adver
§26,000 profits over its expenses.
members of Congress in Washington bv Whk «r m
» ann,r\ersary sermon on th^
of the hands of the officers of the Senate. tised. Nobody would buy.
which anything can be realized
gt > by (
hÎ8
To Wm. Hopkins, Esq., and other members elect of the House of Representatives of Penn*
sylvania.
Harrisburg, Dec. 20th, 1838.
Gentlemen :—We present the enclosed
for your consideration, and request an an
swer at as early a period as yon may deem
expedient.
Respectfully yours,
THOMAS S. SMITH,
SAM’L. A. PURVIANCE,
B. M. HINCHMAN,
Committee in behalf of the members who elected Thus. S. Cunningham their Speaker.
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At a Court of Probate held at JVorth Berwick, FT5HE American Museum of Literature and
the Arts will combine the solidity of a
within andfor the County of York, on thefirst -fiMonday, in December, in the year of our review with the lighter miscellany of a mag
Was issued, the old year has passed away to
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-eight, by azine ; besides impartial reviews of important
join the thousands that preceded it,—to add
the Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said works, and short notices of minor literary pro
ductions by the editors, it will embrace es
its records to theirs,—and a new year has en
Court:
AVID
WILCOX, administrator of says, tales, histories, poetry, literary and sci
tered upon its course. To many, a review of
the estate of Thomas D. Cutts, late entific intelligence, and translations from stan
the, to them, leading incidents of the year that
dard
of Kittery, in said county, deceased, hav
 and periodical works in other languages,
has past causes sadness of heart,—tears to the
ing presented his first account of adminis contributed by some of the ablest writers of
memory of beloved ones who have been laid
tration of the estate of said deceased for al the day.
The Magazine will also contain a series of
lowance :
in the silent tomb,—sighs for disappointed
ORDERED—That the said administrator reviews of such writers as have by their tal
1 h.
Sun
Sun
Aver previous to his departure, that three of the
hopes ;—to many, a review of its incidents
1838.
P. M.
set.
rise.
age,
Patriots who escaped to the woods, bad give notice to all persons interested, by caus ents shed lustre upon American literature.
causes the heart to throb with pleasure, January,
23,2 deg. 35,1 deg. 31,6 deg. 30 dg. reached Detroit, and gave the information ing a copy of this order to be published three These reviews will be accompanied by por
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga traits of the authors, engraved on steel by the
— the mind delights to dwell upon them ; February,
28.1
20.1
7,1
18.4
that five of their companions had been fro
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county, best artists. The work will be beautifully
March,
44
35.4
25
34.8
—to all it has read admonitory lessons,
zen to death in the woods.
All was quiet that they may appear at a Probate Court to printed with new type, upon fine paper, and
27
48.7
April,
39.4
38.4
—to all it has presented incentives to virtu
in Detroit.—N. Y. Express.
be held at South Berwick, in said county, on will make two volumes each year, of more
41,8
May,
58.6
50.8
50.4
ous effort,—to all it has spoken,—in tones June,
the first Monday of February next, at ten of than 500 pages each.
55.7
79,4
66.5
67,2
Agencies will be established in the princi
The National Intelligencer of Friday, con- the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if
Ipud and clear, in language so plain that “ he July,
59.8
85.8
71.5
72.4
t '
tains
all
11 the
' correspondence
‘
winch
' * ■ took
' place
’
‘ any they have, why the same should not be pal cities, and arrangements made to deliver
54.8
79.6
67.9
67.4
who runs may read,”—imparting instructions August,
the work free of postage. As tbe Museum is
among the National and State officers, relative5 allowed.
September, 47,2
70.2
62.9
60.1
of the highest interest, unfolding truths of
printed on a medium and a half sheet, the
to the disturbances at Harrisburg,—It appears
October,
36,3
Attest,—John Skeele, Register.
54.9
47.5
46.2
the last importance, and pointing out the way November, 24,5
highest postage that can be charged to any
that the Secretary of the Navy has censured
A true copy—Attest,
40.1
33,8
32.8
part of the country, for one year, will be
John Skeele, Register.
Com. Elliot for visiting Harrisburg during the
32.1
to secure present happiness and eternal felici December, 13,8
24.2
23.4
Jan. 5.
$1 05. Persons desirous of acting as agents
contest, and the Commander of the Ordin
Highest.
July
11th,
102
degrees.
ty. How many have heeded its voice ?—
will please apply post paid. Terms $5 per
ance has, by order ofthe Secretary of War,
Lowest, Feb. 27,
13 below zero.
how many have listened to its instructions ?
called to Washington Capt. Ramsay, who
annum, payable on the delivery of the first
Remaining
in
the
PostOffice
at
Kennebunk,
— how many have profited by its lessons?
number—five copies $20.
commanded Frankfort Arsenal, and gave out
Range for year,
115
Maine, Dec. 31, 1838.
ammunition at the request of Gov. Ritner.
Nathan C. Brooks,
One only knowetb the hearts of men,—but
Mean for year,
45,1
A. B. C. D. E. F. G.
J. E. Snodgrass,
if we were to form our conclusions from
The Barometer was highest Nov. 11, 30,97
EV. JOHN CLOUGH, George Chatman,
Editors and Proprietors, Baltimore.
Pennsylvania Affairs.—The two Whig Sen
things visible—if we were to go into the — (higher than for many years past.)
Miss Susan Chick, Miss Aseneth CousDec. 22, 1838.
ators from Philadelphia County, have retired,
Lowest, Jan. 28,
ens, Mrs. Eunice T. Conway, Mrs. Nancy W.
29,27 and withdrawn their claims to seats.
“high places of the land,” or look in upon
The
two Houses will probably stand as follows, Cleaves,—Capt. Israel Durrell, Charles Day,
private life as exhibited to the view by its
Range for the year,
Charles L. Dresser, Mrs. Paulina Day,—Esq.
1,70 when full :
subscriber would inform tbe inhablevery day scenes and events,—what must
Mean for the year,
Elden, Stephen Emery,—Timothy Frost, A30,06
A
tants of Kennebunk-port and vicinity,
Senate—20 Whigs,
12 Loco Focos,
mos
Picket,
Mrs.
Mary
E.
Freeman,
—
Ed

be the response ?—Shall we rejoice that the
House—44 do.
that he has opened a shop near Nason’s Mills,
56
do.
Massachusetts Banks.—There are 120
institutions for learning that so frequently
Jacob Cassat, a Whig Senator, (a very wor mund Greene, Gillpatrick & Davis, Mrs. Ab where he will carry on the Boot and Shoe
igail Grant.
making business in all its branches.—Having
meet the eye—that the houses dedicated to banks in Massachusetts, of which 28 are in thy man, an elder of the Presbyterian church)
H. I. J. K. L. M.
employed a finished workman, his work will
Capital stock was found dead in his bed on Wednesday
the worship of the Most High, that “ lift Boston and 92 out of Boston.
Samuel
Hart,
Moses
F.
Hatch,
William
D.
be done as well and as cheap as can be found
morning.—The physicians agree that he
their tall spires” in whatever direction the paid in,—according to the abstracts of the con could not have died of apoplexy—and the Hatch, Miss Sylvia M. Hobbs,—Miss Hannah elsewhere.—By diligent attention to his busi
dition of the institutions on tbe 1st of Oc
Jones,
—
Miss
Susan
Kimball,
—
G.
&
I.
Lord,
eye may turn, pour forth from their doors,
Harrisburg Telegraph says, it was rumored
ness he hopes to merit the patronage of the
tober last, returned to the Secretary of the that it was occasioned by the deep mortifica 3, Francis A. Lord, 4, William Lord, 2, Capt. public.
M. P. SIMPSON.
the one, youth fitted to perform all the du
Ivory
Lord,
Samuel
Lord,
John
L.
Littlefield,
Commonwealth and by him published,— tion and degradation felt at the vote of the
Kennebuuk-port, Dec. 28, 1838.
ties of life,—the other, “congregations of
Senate the preceding lay. He was then in Elisha Littlefield, Samuel Littlefield Nathan
devout worshippers ?”—Or shall we mourn amounts to $34,630.000 00 ; bills in circula
iel Littlefield, Ebenezer Littlefield,—Capt.
sound health, and took a prominent part in
tion of $5 and upwards, $7,651,185 25 ; bills
Mayo, Samuel Mitchel, Nathaniel R. Max
that privileges for mental and moral instruc
BBLS. Tart Flour,—from Foreign
the debate—and his sudden death caused a
well, Capt. C. M. Morrill, Amos Maddox.
in circulation of less than $5, $1,749 327 50 ; deep sensation.
Wheat, for sale by
tion are so little prized and so sadly misim
N. O. P. Q. R. S.
nett profits on hand, $1,897,332 64 ; balan
C. W. WILLIAMS.
proved. and that hypocrisy and “ hardness of
A full recognition and intercommunication
Daniel Nason, & Co., 2, Amaziah Noble,
Kennebunk, Jan. 5,1839.
ces due to other banks, $3,526,686 66; cash took place on Wednesday between the two
heart” are so undeniably characteristics of
—Samuel Osborn, George Perkins, Newell
deposited not bearing interest, $7,122,642 Houses.—A Joint Committee was appointed Page,—James K. Remich, Miss Sally Ross,
our age and people ? We answer not these
03 ; cash deposited bearing interest, $2,498,- to wait upon the Governor.
Eleazer J. Soesman.
queries. Let every man judge for himself
For the cure of Salt Rheum, and other
Mr. Wagner, one ofthe Whig claimants to
T. U. V. W.X. Y. Z.
575 00 ; making the total amount due from
what response should be made to them.
Dieeases of the Skin.
a seat in the Senate from Philadelphia county
Asa Taylor, Israel Tripp, William Tarbox,
the banks, $59,075,749 08. The resources of resigned his seat on Wednesday.
IGHLY recommended.
For
Sale
Cause for rejoicing or mourning there sure
Miss Hannah Thompson,— George Wise, 2,
these institutions are set down as follows :—
by
D. REMICH.
On Thursday nineteen members of Mr. James Woodman, Simeon Wallis, Miss Sere
ly is. Is it unimportant which ?
Kennebunk, Jan. 5, 1839.
63 Letters.
gold, silver, and other coined metals, $2,394,- Cunningham’s House appeared in their seats na J. Woodman.
In compliance with a custom which we
and
took
the
usual
qualifications.
Mr.
Hop

JAMES
OSBORN,
P.
M.
624 24; real estate, $1,066,327 21; bills of oth
“ delight to honor,” we improve this occasion
kins resigned his seat as Speaker, and was
er banks incorporated in the state, $2,157,771
re-elected immediately by those present ; he
to salute our friends and readers with the
MEDICINAL
17 ; bills of banks incorporated elsewhere, receiving 57 votes ; the balance were divided rpHE annual meeting of the Portland Stage, PREPARED FROM
compliments of the season.
To all—we
PLANTS,
..m_
Company, will be held at Isaac Hil
201,616 29 ; balances due fi•orn other banks, between four other candidates.—Port. Adv.
wish a happy new year. Such may it in
ton’s Hotel, in Kennebunk, on Wednesday
$5,027,800 03 ; amount of all debts, excepting
Gov. Ritner, on Thursday, delivered his
deed be to them. Every man, it is said, is
the 16th inst., at eleven o’clock in the fore Proprietor of the celebrated Sherry-wine
balances due from other banks, $48,206,808 Message. In the Senate it was read and
noon, for the transaction of annual business.
the artificer of his own fortune—we may
5000 copies in English and 2000 in German
85 ; total $59,054,947 79.
NATH’L. JEFFERDS, Clerk.
SOUTH READING, MASS.
add, and every man is the artificer of his
were ordered to be printed. In the House,
HE Proprietor of these Pills qffers to the
Kennebunk, Jan. 3, 1839.
it
was
received,
and,
without
reading,
the
own happiness. Let every one direct aright
The 219th anniversary of the landing of
public the result of an extensive prac
the faculties with which a beneficent Crea the Puritan fathers, at Plymouth, was cele same number of copies were ordered to be
tice, and a thorough investigation of the
printed.
In the Senate in the afternoon,
ILL be sold at public vendue, on Sat laws which govern the human system.
tor has blessed him—improve aright the vari brated by the New England Society, in NewIt
Mr. Hanna of Philadelphia, whose election
urday, the 1.2th inst., at 3 o’clock, cannot be denied by those who have become
ous incidents of life, sent as messengers to York, on tbe 22d ult. with great eclat.
is under consideration of a committee, made
P. M., at the store of William Lord, & acquainted
Co.
with them, that they have the
a speech, Jn which he complained of the 1 Cooking Stove and apparatus, 1 Four feet
warn and encourage,
to
animate and
pre-eminence over all Pills now in use.—
(¿/
“
The
ship
Mandarin,
of
Salem,
from
course
pursued
by
the
committee.
strengthen—look aright upon the dealings
Table, 1 Three feet do., 1 Half-high Bedstead, Every person should understand that there
Canton, for Boston, struck on a shoal or co
12 Chairs, 1 Bureau, 1 Light-stand, 1 pr. is a certain class of pretenders who publish
and the works of Providence ;—feel aright in
Mob Law !—Mr. James Smith, who arriv
Brass Andirons, together with some other ar their Pills purporting to come trom the Brit
regard to his duties and responsibilities, to ral reef, not laid down in the charts, 10 miles ed at Harrisburg on Monday night, as a wit
from Batavia, and went to pieces in four ness in the contested election case in Phila ticles of household furniture. Terms liberal. ish College of Health, in Europe, or the In
his fellow man and his Maker—act aright in
A. WARREN, Auct’r.
dians, &c.—also puffing certificates of great
all things, with careful consideration and days afterwards. Vessel and cargo valued delphia county, and who is said to have pos
Kennebunk, Jan. 5,1839.
cures, which in fact have no author, or, if
sessed
important
information
in
retefiion
to
there be one, he is unknown here or else
according to the dictates of an enlightened at $200,000. Insurance in Boston $183,000, the frauds committed by the Loco Focos,
and in Salem $10,000.
The sails, rigging,
where ; and hence, deceitful persons, igno
conscience. Need more be done, to secure
was attacked immediately upon his arrival
LL persons are forbid trespassing on rant of the nature and operation of medicine,
and cargo saved, sold for $17,000 in Batavia. being known, by a gang of the bullies who
tranquility of mind, purity of purpose and
the premises of the subscriber—known as well as the constitution, have been en
were foremost in mobbing out the Senate,
as Drake’s Island—for the purpose of dig

that “ peace which passeth understanding ?”
gaged
in their manufacture.
(¿/•Benjamin Tappan (V. B.) was elected who kicked him, jumped upon him, and left
ging clams or for any other purpose, as they
The enormous and continued doses of
Aiid cannot all perform these simple require a Senator of the United States, by the Legis him for dead, weltering in his blood !
He
would avoid the penalty of the law in such from 10 to 20 pills, which they recommend,
ments?
Most assuredly they can.—Read lature of Ohio, on the 20th ult., in place of was removed to Wilson’s Hotel, in a state of
cases made and provided.
The subscriber produce prostration, attended"with a violent,
insensibility,
and
medical
aid
called
—
but
his
er ! these are trite truths, but they are sober Mr. Morris (V. B.) whose term of service ex
wishes to be understood distinctly, that he and in many cases, alarming inflammation of
life is still despaired oi !
forbids persons from coming on to any part the mucous membrane of the alimentary ca
ones. It would be well for thee to pause pires on the 4th of March next.
iMr. Tap
of his farm, including graving ways, from nal, and that, consequently, no small degree
awhile and reflect upon them.
Mayhap one pan had 57 votes ; Mr. Ewing 50, and there
Contemplated JM'egro
Insurrection.—The the house to low water mark, without per
of injury may be done by their too frequent
hour so devoted would render that upon was one scattered.
Nashville Banner, of the. 8th ult., contains an mission from him.
use.
account of a concerted plot entered into by
which thou hast entered the happiest year
SAMUEL DONNELL.
This observation applies more especially
a large number of the negroes of Williamson
(¿/
’
Resolutions
passed
the
House
of
Wells, Jan. 9, 1839.
of thy liffe.
to those persons of debilitated digestive con
and
Rutherford
counties,
(Tenn.)
to
murder
Commons of North Carolina, on the 21st
stitutions. The longer I practice, the more
Our own affairs.—We find, on looking
all the whites they could on a certain day,
ult., by a vote of 63 to 56, instructing the
1 become convinced that the milder laxa
and take possession of the counties, elect offi
over our subscription list, that it has received
Senators in Congress from that State to vote cers to suit themselves, &c. One black ras ■07 HERE AS my wife, Sarah Ann Hussey, tives are decidedly more preferable to the
a very handsome accession of names since
’’
has left my bed and board without more active and irritating articles of this
cal, a preacher, the property of Wm. L.
against the Sub-Treasury system.
kind, in common cases, except where there
the commencement of the last year ; we are
King, of Williamson, passed by the title of just provocation, this is to forbid all persons
is reason to believe that the stomach and
gratified in being able to state, that in a ma
(¿/’The Legislature of Wisconsin met at General. But he had a rival in the person trusting or harbouring her on my account, as
I shall pay no debts of her contracting after bowels are in a loaded condition ; it will al
of
another
rascal
in
Rutherford,
who
has
jority of cases our new subscribers have ac Madison on the 26th of Nov.
The two
ways be advisable to abstain from energetic
been electioneering fora Sheriff of the coun this date.
companied the request to have their names branches were organized and the Governor
or irritating purgatives, and even then, his
ISAAC HUSSEY.
ty, when the whites should have been exter
Aperient Pills by increasing the quantity will
Sanford, Dec. 31, 1838.
added to our list, with a year’s subscription. delivered the usual message.
It was found minated. A large number of the villains had
generally do all that any purgative can do,
— On reference to our Ledger of accounts, that the State House was unfinished and been tied up and well flogged.
What had
by thoroughly cleansing and producing a
we find that many of our subscribers of lon could not be occupied,—accommodations been done with the leaders was not stated.
HEREAS my wife, Mary, has left my healthy action in the stomach ani^ bowels,
ger standing have been punctual in their pay could not be found at the Hotels for the
bed and board, without any cause, without forcing the food too rapidly through
Lynchvng.—A. man was tarred and feather
the stomach
into the bowels, before it has
ments. To all who have promptly paid their members, and the Secretary had no Station
therefore, this is to forbid ail persons harbor

ed, rode on a rail, and otherwise shamefully
had time to undergo the operation of the
subscriptions we tender our sincere thanks. ery, and, therefore, resolutions were offered maltreated at Guyandotte, Va. a few days ing or trusting heron my account, as I shall
gastric fluid. They act in connection with
Our Ledger exhibits, also, a very long list in both bouses to adjourn, “ in consequence since, by a mob consisting.of almost the en pay no debts of her contracting after this
our food and harmonize so well with the
date.
tire population of the place, on a charge of
of unsettled accounts, some of which are up of the want of accommodations.”
constitution, by assisting nature to throw off
GEORGE W. GARREY.
abolitionism.—Scioto Tribune.
diseases in her own way, without injuring
wards of twenty years* standing!
We have
North Berwick, Dec. 26, 1838.
(£7°Gen. Jesup, of the U. S. Army, de
the constitution, that persons who have ta
within the last two or three years, repeatedly
New
York
has
been
disgraced
by
a
bear
ken them only for a short time are so per
nies that he is “ not in a position to make a
expressed the wish, by advertisement, that
fight ; that is a regular fight between a large
ROPOSALS will be received until the fectly satisfied with their operation as to rec
satisfactory report of his disbursements,” as
black bear, and a number of bull dogs, got
those having unsettled accounts with us
31st January, 1839, at the Engineer ommend them to others. It is a well known
in a New York paper of recent up for the amusement of two legged brutes.
would call and settle them, but little attention suggested
1
fact
Office, Governor’s Island, N. Y., for furnish
 that most diseases arise from a derange
He says be has accounted for every The sport was interrupted by the interference ing 62,000 cubic, feet of Cut Stone for a ment of the stomach and bowels in ad'uk
lias been paid to these requests.—Where it is date.
1
The extensive sympa
cent of public money that ever came into his of the mayor.
Light House, to be built during the ensuing and declining life.
not convenient to pay the balance which may
season, on Flynn’s Knoll, near Sandy Hook : thies which subsist between them and every
hands.
be found due on settlement, we are willing
each proposal to be accompanied by"a spec other part ofthe living body, is the founda
Snow fell in Bangor on Sunday last to the
to balance the account by note and wait a
tion of nervous diseases of all kinds, Loss of
(¿/“’Two members of the Senate and depth of ten or twelve inches;
This was imen ofthe stone and the manner of cutting
The stone must be of Appetite, Languor, Drowsiness, Pain in the
reasonable length of time for its payment. ,eighteen members of the House of Represen the first snow which had fallen there this to which it refers.
Head, Side, Back or Limbs, Headache, Gid
We never have, knowingly, distressed any tatives of Mississippi, have vacated their winter, in sufficient quantity to make good the best quality of Granite, and the cutting
must be such that when the stones are set diness, Lowness of Spirits, Restlessness
sleighing.
man and we never will. But surely it is not seats since the adjournment of the Legisla
the joints will be as close and the fitting as nights, and daily Irritability, &c., and these
asking too much to request that all accounts ture. Elections to fill vacancies have been
accurate of the interior as of the exterior in their turns give birth to Dyspepsia, Palpi
HYMENEAL.
parts of them. The plans will be shown and tation of the Heart, Shortness of Breath,
which have been standing more than one held in 7 counties, 5 of which have returned
explained,
and tbe particulars respecting Dropsy, Jaundice, Piles, Fevers, Inflamma
MARRIED
—
In
Freeport,
10th
ult.
Mr.
John
year should be adjusted. We must insist up Van Buren men and 2 whigs.
One of the
A. Rogers, to Miss Sarah M. Curtis.
delivery and inspection will be made known tory Humours, Coughs, and a host of other
on this. No man is too poor to settle, and no vacancies in the Senate has also been filled
at the Engineer Office on Governor’s Island. diseases, which embitter mature life and poi
son all sources of enjoyment.
Numerous
reasonable man can complain if, after some |by the choice of a whig.
December 22, 1838.
OBITUARY
Upon the results
certificates of cures have been offered, but
dozen notices, and waiting trom one to twen- (of the elections to be held depend the polit
DIED—In Kennebunk-port, 29th ult., Al
the proprietor trusts to the merits of the
ty years, we take legal steps to bring about iical character of the Legislature, upon which bert Stevens, aged about 20 years.
medicine rather than any aid from puffing
IMBER
and
PLANK,
suitable
for
a
ves

In Dunstable, Ms. 22d ult., Mrs. Sarah Cum
the result desired. Such steps we are unwil will devolve the choice of a U. S. Senator.
certificates upon which the whole merits of
sel
of
370
tons,
by
mings, wife of Mr. James Cummings, aged 76
many advertised medicines depend.
ling to take,—but if we must, we must.
JAMES TITCOMB.
years.
Office, No. 15, Hanover st., Boston, Mass.
The Post Office at Kittery, in this county,
Kennebunk, Dec. 27,1838.
In Wilton, N. H. 20th ult., of consumption,
—Price 25 cents per box, with full direc
Particularly
gratifying.—No papers
which was discontinued a few years since, Mrs. Hannah Richardson, of Cambridgeport,
tions.
were received by tbe Eastern Mail yesterday. has been re-established, and Charles Stimp- daughter of the late Wm. Bates, of W., aged 47
years.
Sold by D. Remich, Bryant & Warren, and
This,—taking into consideration the fact that
HE second annual meeting of the Maine S. Jordan, Kennebunk ; Seth Hatch, John H.
son appointed Post-Master.
the Legislature met on Wednesday and that
Temperance Union will be held at Au Spear, and Barak Maxwell, Wells ; John A.
It is not generally known that the seed of
gusta, on Tuesday, the fifth day of Feb

the first day’s proceedings were looked for
Berry,
Saco ; York, Samuel A. Douglass ;
the Sunflower, is one of the best and most KENNEBUNK, JANUARY 5, 1839.
ruary next, at 10 o’clock A. M.
do. Samuel Adams; Buxton, Thomas S.
•with some anxiety,—was gratifying, very.
nutritious foods that can be found for fatten
As important questions, relating to the Li Bowles ; Hollis, Jonathan Rumery ; Water
MEMORANDA.
We are, of course, without any particulars of j ing poultry and pigs, it also makes a good
cense Law, will be discussed, it is hoped borough, Chace Taylor ; Alfred, Benj. F.
Sailed
from
Brunswick,
Geo.
previous
to
13th,
pudding.
the organization of the two Houses of the ■
there will be a full attendance.
Chadbourne ; North
Berwick, Jeremiah
ech. Jane Bourne, Perkins, Jefferson.
(¿/’The several papers in the State are re Lord; Great Falls, Mark Noble; Dover,
Legislature.
Adv. at Liverpool, 12th Nov. Laurens, for
Upwards of 200,000 bushels of potatoes
quested to copy this notice.
Wm. B. Smith, Asa A. Tufts, John H.
New Orleans, with despatch.
Col. James G. Totten now acts as Chief vvere landed at Philadelphia from New EngC. A. STACKPOLE, Rec. Sec’y.
Sailed from Flushing, 12th, Swiss Boy. Blais
Wheeler.
Engineer in place of Geo. Gratiot.
jI lanH,
land, during the months of Oct. and Nov.
Bangor, Dec. 17,1838.
dell, “ America.”
Novembers, 1838.

The

public busi
acted.
IUesMf

Thérmometrícal Record.—We are inCapture of St. Juan de Ulloa.—A. letter
debted to Daniel Sewall, Esq. of this vil- from an officer on board the U. S. brig Con
lage# for the interesting table published be- sort, says—“The Consort arrived at Vera
Cruz on the 24th lilt. On making the land
low.
she fell in with the blockading squadron,
THE WEATHER.
and was fired on by a brig of war repeatedly,
The following table gives the monthly in a most wanton manner, ordered under
average of the degree of heat and cold for her lee, and finally compelled to anchor be
the year 1838, at Kennebunk, at sunrise, at fore entering the port. The commander of
one o’clock, P. M., and at sunset.—The the Consort had demanded an explanation
Thermometer is generally highest at one of the French Admiral.—Philadelphia Gaz.
o’clock, it is generally as low at sunrise as
From Detroit.—A gentleman who left
at any time in 24 hours, and at sunset it is
generally not far from a mean height in 24 Detroit on Thursday morning, 20th ult.,
hours.
informs us, that he was informed the night

W

/Cut Stone Wanted.

P

T

Maine Temperance Union.

SHIP NEWS.

T

D.,

it/*A CONTRAST—AH nations, from he now offers to the public1, and he war awed in
N LOW SPIRITS.—Low spirits is' aT
the remotest ages, have had ships, but Co a very short time, after his recovery had been
- eertain
eertain state of the mind
minrl accompanied
lumbus only found the way to America. Be pronounced not only improbable, but absolutely
[From the Knickerbocker.]
by indigestion, wherein the greatest evils are VEGETABLE UNIVERSAL ,plTr
fore the time of the great Spanish navigator, impossible, by any human means,,
remembrances.
ESTABLISHED IN 175],
people were only enabled to paddle about the
DIRECTIONS FOR USE.—The Proprietor of apprehended toon the slightest grounds, and
Oft at that hour when evening throws
shores. Just so with the Life Medicines. It the Vegetable Life Pills does not follow the the worst consequences imagined. Ancient
Science should contribute to heahi
Methinks I’ve cast full twenty year t,
Its gathering shades o’er valley and hill, is but two short years since I first ventured base and mercenary practice of the quacks of medical writers supposed this disease to be
While half the scene in twilight glows,
And am again a boy. Every breath
ld’
upon an unknown ocean, and I have discov the day, in advising persons to take his Pills in confined to those particular regions ofthe ab
And half in sun-light glorious still,
called
hypochondria,
OJ a.r that trembles through the windo ,
ered the precious object I was in search of— large quantities. Ao good medicine can possibly domen, technically
The thought of all that we have been,
Unusual odor.-Proctor', MiraMoJb *"
HEALTH. Vegetable medicines
e in be so required. These Pills are to be taken at which are situated on the right or left side of
And hope and fear on life’s long way—
deed known when I commenced my search, bed time every night, for a week or fortnight, that cavity, whence comes the name hypo mHE unprecedented success whi^ i ;
Remembrances qf joy and pain,
J- resulted from the adoption Gf pM
but their use was not. By the use of them, 1 according to the obstinacy of the disease. The chondriasis.
Come mingled with the close of day.
dreth s Pills, during a period ofupwarA
usual dose is from 2 to 5, according to the consti
SYMPTOMS.—The common corporeal
have not only passed from the dejected in
tution
of
the
person.
Very
delicate
persons
yeais, the numerous extraordinary
The distant scenes of Youth’s bright dream,
valid, to the hale, hearty and active man of
should begin with bat two, and increase as the symptoms are, flatulency in the stomach or
they have performed upon hnnd^
The smiling green, the rustling tree ;
business, but, comparatively speaking, I have nature of the case may require : those more ro bowels, acrid eructations, costiveness, spas owhich
individuals whom they have1 resc
The murmur of the grass fringed stream,
renewed my youth. I can thus, with confi bust, or of very costive habit, may begin with 3, modic pains, giddiness, dimness of sight, pal
The bounding of the torrent free—
51
dence in my own experience, advise with my and increase to 4, or even 5 Pills, and they will pitations, and often an utter inability of fixing almost inevitable death after they had
The friend, whose tender voice no more
fellow-citizens. Does the reader want proof effect a sufficiently happy change to guide the the attention upon any subject of importance pronounced incurable by the most
Shall sweetly thrill the listening ear,
that the VEGETABLE LIFE MEDICINES patient in their further use. These Pills some or engaging in anything that demands vigor the faculty-warrants the proprietorX?
The glow that love’s first vision wore *.
are
suitable to his own case ? I have on my times occasion sickness and vomiting, though or courage. Also languidness—the mind be Vegetable Universal Medicine, in wartll|i 11
And Disappointment’s pages—are here.
file at my office, 367 Broadway, hundreds of very Seldom, unless tbe stomach is very foul; this, comes irritable, thoughtful, desponding, mel conscientiously recommending it toiF 811(1
however, may be considered a favorable symp ancholy, and dejected, accompanied with a pecial notice of the public.
e es*
But soft o’er each reviving scene
letters, from some of the most respectable
tom, as the patient will find himself at once re
Dr. Brandreth wishes mankind to
The chastening hues of memory spread ;
citizens of this my native land, voluntarily of lieved, and by perseverance will soon recover. total derangement of the nervous system.—
And smiling each dark thought between,
fered in testimony of the virtues of A GOOD They usually operate within 10 or 12 hours, and Ibe mental feelings and peculiar train of this truth, that health solely dependsJ'
Hope softens every tear we shed ;
state of purity in which the blood is keL 6
VEGETABLE MEDICINE.
never give pain unless the bowels are very much ideas that haunt the imagination and over
O thus, when death’s long night comeson,
I
Persons whose constitutions have been encumbered. They may be taken by the most whelm the judgment, exhibit an infinite di ery part of the body being supplied daily
And its dark shades around me lie,
nearly ruined by the “ all-infallible” mineral delicate females under any circumstances.— It is, versity. The wisest and best of men are as new blood from the food consumed,
May parting beams from Memory’s sun
qnently, according to the pureness
? I
preparations of the day, will bear me witness, however, recommended, that those in later pe 0,)®nDl°
affliction as the weakest.
Blend softly in my evening sky
1REATMENT.—The principal objects of blood, so must the state of the body be 2, I
that the Life Medicines, and such only, are riods of pregnancy should take but one at a time,
G. W. G.
and thus continue to keep the bowels open : and teatment are to remove indigestion and or less healthy. To obtain, therefore ?
the true course to permanent good health.
even two may be taken where the patient is very stiengthen the body, and to enliven the spir most direct purifier ofthe blood, is a«
JOHN MOFFAT.
costive. One pill in a solution of two table spoons
lHpe "nP°' tHnre to every individUtl
GENERAL REMARKS RELATIVE TO full of water, may be given to an infant in tbe fol its, which may be promoted by exercise, ear °
ly hours, regular meals, and pleasant con
That
Lrandreth’s Pills are the most dL
MOFFAT
’
S
LIFE
PILLSAND
lowing doses— a tea spoon full every two hours
At a Court of Probate held at Alfred, within
PHCENIX BITTERS.
till it operates ; fora child from one to five years versation. The bowels (if costive) being care- pursers of the blood, there will be no S |
and for the County of York, on thefirst Mon
These medicines have long been known of age, half a pill—and from five to ten, one pill. rully regulated by the occasional use of a when His considered that they have
day in September, in the year of our Lord
We know nothing better then pieseiit very extensive sale by ilieLJ
THE PHCENIX BITTERS, are so called, be mild aperient.
eighteen hundred and thirty-eight, by the Hon. and appreciated, for their extraordinary and
immediate powers of restoring perfect health, cause they possess the power of restoring the calculated to obtain this end than Dr. Wm. minnsic merit ; proved by the nitmer^J
WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court:
expiring embers of health, to a glowing vigor Evans Aperient Pills—being mild and cer which they have accomplished in every
VTATHAN D. APPLETON and ABIAL to persons suffering under nearly every kind
throughout the constitution, as the Phoenix is said tain in their operation. The bowels being ety of diseases.
'
-Li
HALL, guardians of William P. and of disease to which the human frame is lia
to be restored to life from the ashes of its own once cleansed his inestimable Camomile
The peculiar action of these pi||s js
.
Sarah Jane Griffin, minors and children of ble.
dissolution.
The
Phoenix
Bitters
are
entirely
1 ills, which are tonic, anodyne and anti surprising; their operations being mon
In many hundreds of certified instances,
Charles Griffin, late of Alfred, in said county,
vegetable, composed of roots found only in cer
spasmodic) are an infallible remedy and less powerful according to the purenessofi ;
deceased, having presented their third ac they have even rescued sufferers from the tain parts of the western country, which will in
without dispute have proved a great blessing cucp atmg flmd. Ou a person m a lau sinle f '
count of guardianship of their said wards for very verge of an untimely grave, after all the fallibly cure FEVERS AND AGUES of all
health, who is only costive orsbghdy Llllou‘
deceptive nostrums of the day had utterly kinds ; will never fail to eradicate entirely all the to the numerous public.
allowance :
Some physicians have recommended a they will be scarcely felt; on the comrarv i
ORDERED—That the said Guardians failed ; and to many thousands they have effects of Mercury, infinitely sooner than the
tree use of mercury but it should not be re the complaint be chronic, and the constiti
give notice to all persons interested, by caus permanently secured that uniform enjoyment most powerful preparations of Sarsaparilla, and
of health, without which life itself is but a will immediately cure the determination of sorted to ; as in many cases it will greatly ag be much deranged, they generally, at firstJ
ing a copy of this order to be published
BLOOD TO THE HEAD; never fail in the gravate the symptoms.
powerful, until the system be freed frolns.
three weeks successively in the Kenne partial blessing. So great, indeed, has their
sickness incident to young females ; and will be HpHE DIFFERENCE.—It cannot be de- of its most vitiated zmd turgid humors 1
bunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said efficacy invariably and infallibly proved, that found a certain remedy in all cases of nervous
nied that whilst many medicines accomplished, doses sufficient to cause two
it has appeared scarcely less than miraculous
county, that they may appear at a Probate
debility and weakness of the most impaired con
Court to be held at North Berwick, in said to those who were unacquainted with the stitutions. Asa remedy for Chronic and Inflam which are recommended to the public, have three copious evacuations daily, will soon re
beautifully, philosophical principles upon
county, on the first, .Monday of January
matory Rheumatism, the efficacy of the Phoenix not even tbe negative merit of harmlessness, move the disease, and tbe constitution williZ
which they are compounded, and upon Bitters will be demonstrated by the^use of a sin there are others which it would be great in restored to a state of health and reneJ
next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
which they consequently act.
It was to gle bottle. The usual dose of these bitters is justice indeed, and suicidal prejudice to in- vigor.
“
shew cause, if any they have, why the same
tljeir manifest and sensible action in purify half a wine glass full, in waler or wine, and this
untried, in a common condemnation.
These Pills are recommended by thousands
should not be allowed.
ing the springs and channels of life, and en quantity may be taken two or three times a day, And when a medicine comes endorsed with of persons whom they have cured of Con
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
duing them with renewed tone and vigor, about half an hour before meals, or a less quan all the great names that have adorned the sumption, Influenza, Colds, Indigestion, Dvi
A true copy,—Attest,
that they were indebted for their name, which tity may be taken at all times. To those who annals of the medical profession, and war pepsia, Headache, Pains, and a sense of full,
John Skeele, Register.
was bestowed upon them at the spontaneous are afflicted with indigestion after meals, these ranted by the seal and signature of long and ness in the back part of the head, usually the
Dec. 15.
request of several individuals whose lives they Bitters will prove invaluable, as they very great uniform success, its proprietor makes no un symptoms of the apoplexy, Jaundice, Fever
ly increase the action of the principal viscera, help reasonable demand upon the public confi
had obviously saved.
At a Court of Probate held at Alfred, with
a,
18l,e»^,^ous»,ypbus, and commonFevers
them to perform their functions, and enable the
The proprietor rejoices in the opportunity
in and for the County of York, on the first
stomach to discharge into the bowels whatever is dence, when he claims for it a superior con of all kinds, Asthma, Gout, Rheumatism ner.
afforded by the universal diffusion of the dai
offensive. Thus indigestion is easily and speed sideration.
Monday in November, in the year of our Lord
vous diseases, Liver complaints, Pleurisy in.
ly press, for placing his VEGETABLE LIFE ily removed, appetite restored, and the mouths nT«r CAMOMILE PREPARATION of
eighteen hundred and thirty-eight, by the Hon.
ward weakness, depression ofthe spirits, Rm),
PILLS within the knowledge and reach of of the absorbent vessels being cleansed, nutri Dr. Wm. Evans is undeniably entitled to this
WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
i tines, Inflammation, sore Eyes, Fits pa|Sy
enviable
distinction,
for
whilst
no
medical
au

every
individual
in
the
community.
Unlike
tion
is
facilitated,
and
strength
of
body
and
ener

Dropsy, Small Pox, Measles, Croup, Couirh'
■^JATIIAN D. APPLETON and Alvah
-Ll
Conant, guardians of Clement M. Far- the host of pernicious quackeries, which boast gy of mind are the happy results. For farther thority in existence condemns it, every medi Whooping Cough, Quinsy, Cholic, Cholera
of vegetable ingredients, the Life Pills are particulars of MOFFAT’S LIFE PILLS, and cal practitioner that is acquainted with it, Morbus, Gravel, Worms, Dysentarv, Deaf,
num and als., minors and children of Jona
purely and solely vegetable, and contain PHCENIX BITTERS, apply at Mr. Moffatt s freely acknowledgesits pre-eminent virtues;
thanFarnum, late of Alfred, in said county,
ness, ringing noises in the Head, King’s Evil
neither Mercury, Antimony, Arsenic, nor any office, No. 367 Broadway, New York, where the and that the latter should do so in opposition
deceased, having presented their second ac
bcrofula, Erysipelas or St. Anthony’s Fire’
other mineral in any form whatever. They Pills can be obtained for 25 cents, 50 cents, or to their personal interests, must be attributed
ball Rheum, White Swellings, Ulcers, someof
count of administration of the estate of said
per
box
;
and
the
Bitters
for
$1
or
$2
per
bot
$1
are entirely composed of extracts from rare
deceased for allowance :
tle. Numerous certificates of the wonderful either to their candor and love of truth, or to thirty years standing, Cancers, Tumor«
and powerful plants, the virtue of which, efficacy af both, may be there inspected.
their
unwillingness
to
fly in the face of all ob
ORDERED—That the said guardians
swelled feet and legs, Piles, Costiveness. 6|!
though long known to several Indian tribes,
In some obstinate and complicated cases of servation, and the testimony of thousands.
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
eruptions of the Skin, frightful Dreams, Fe
and recently to some eminent pharmaceutical chronic and inflammatory Rheumatism, Liver
Dr.
WM.
EVANS
does
not
pretend
that
ing a copy ot this order to be published three
male Complaints of every kind, especially ©b.
chemists, are altogether unknown to the igno Complaints, Fever and Ague, Dyspepsia, Palsy, his Camomile Tome Pills will cure all dis
weeks successively in the Ketinebunk Ga
structions, relaxations, &c.
rant pretenders to medical science ;and were Piles, injuries from the use of mercury, quinine eases. He frankly and conscientiously ad
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
The thousands who use and rceemmend
never before administered in so happily effi and other diseases of long standing, it may be mits that they will not. He lays no claim to
that they may appear at a Probate Court to
found necessary to take both the Life Pills and the the discovery of the “Philosopher’s Stone,” these Pills, is a proof positive of their extra
cacious a combination.
beheld at Alfred, in said county, on the
Phoenix Bitters, in doses before recommended.
and wishes nobody to believe that he sells ordinary and beneficial effects. They in lad
Their first operation is to loosen from the
first Monday of January next, at’ten of the
N. B.—These Pills and the Bitters will get all
assist nature, to do all she can in the wins
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if coats of the stomach and bowels, the various Mercury out ofthe system infinitely faster than the “ Elixir of Life,” but he does say, and he of every form and symptom ofthe one only
any they have, why the same should not be impurities and crudities constantly settling the best preparations of Sarsaparilla, and are a does believe, and he can prove, that in debil disease, to which ihe human frame is sub
around them ; and to remove the hardened certain remedy for the rushing of blood io the ity and impaired constitutions ; in Nervous
allowed.
ject, namely—impurity of the blood, or ia
faeces which collect in the convolutions of the head, or all violent headaches, tic douleureux, &c. diseases of all kinds ; in weakness ofthe di
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
All persons who are predisposed to apoplexy, gestive organs, in incipient consumptions, other words, an impure state of the fluids.
small intestines. Other medicines only par
A true copy—Attest,
&c., should never be without the Life whether of the lungs or the liver; in the I hese Pills do indeed ‘ assist Nature’ to all
tially cleanse these, and leave such collected
John Skeele, Register.
she can do for the purification ofthe himum
Dec. 15.
masses behind, as to produce habitual cos Pills or the Bitters, for one dose in time will dreadful debility occasioned by the use of
body ; yet there are numerous persons whose
tiveness, with all its train of evils, or sudden save life. They equalize the circulation of the purgatives ; in palsy, rheumatism, (more es
blood, draw all pressure from the head, restore pecially) in the sicknesses incident to moth cases are so bad, and whose bodies are so
diarrhoea, with its imminent dangers. This
perspiration, and throw oft'every impurity by tbe ers, and to females of relaxed nerves ; in ev much debilitated, that all that can reasonably
fact is well known to all regular anatomists, pores of the skin.
J
be expected is temporary relief, nevertheless
ery case of delirium tremens, or that disease
who examine the human bowels after death,
HPHE subscriber would announce to his
which is brought on by intemperance ; in some who have commenced using the Pills
and hence the prejudice of these well inform
IMPORTANT
NOTICE.
x
friends, and the travelling public gen
under the most trying circumstances of hodied men against the quack medicines of the
Persons using the Life Medicines, are requested the wretched horrors of mind and body which ly affliction, when almost every other reme
erally, that the above establishment, having age. The second effect of' the VEGETA
accrue from occasional inebriety ; loss of ap
undergone complete repairs and been newly BLE LIFE PILLS is to cleanse the kidneys to take the Pills at night, in sufficient quantities petite, langour, melancholy, pains in the dy had been altogether unavailing, have been
to operate two or three times on the bowels in
s restored to health and happiness by their
furnished throughout, is now open for the re and the bladder, and by this means, the liver
the course of the next day. Also, take a table head, limbs or side, in corrupt, sallow, andi use.
ception of company. The location is cen and the lungs, the healthful action of which
spoonful of the Bitters half an hour before each uncomely complexions, caused bv the bad
tral and convenient, and the present propri entirely depends upon the regularity of the meal. For those of a delicate or enfeebled con state of the fluids—in all these cases, and in
inmr0 0NEY IN KENNEBUNK BY
etor is determined to spare no effort on his urinary organs. The blood which takes its stitution, half the quantity may be sufficient.
others mentioned in the bills of directions) JOHN OSBORN & Co. ;
part to maintain the good name of the house, red color from the agency of the liver and
ff/^For further particulars of the above given with his medicines, HE DOES SAY
In Kennebunk-port, by S. H. Gould ;
and to ensure a continuance of the public the lungs before it passes into the heart, be medicine see “ Moffat’s Good Samaritan,” a that the CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, inSaco and Biddeford, McIntire & Beck,
favour it has hitherto, in a large measure, re ing thus purified by them, and nourished by copy of which accompanies the medicine.
OCCi‘sionally with his APERIENT
Sub Agent, Seleucus Adams;
ceived. The books ofthe Eastern Rail-road food coming from a clean stomach, courses A copy can also be obtained on application FAMILY PILLS, (the best known) which
Lyman, William Huntress;
and Stages are still kept at the house.
freely through the veins, renews every part at the Bookstore of D. Remich, Kennebunk, are sold with them, will effect immediate re
Alfred, B. F.Chadbouriie;
N. B. Attached to the .establishment is a of the system, and triumphantly mounts the where the Medicine is for sale.
lief ; and if used but for a fair period of trial
Sanford, Eliot Tibbets ;
large yard, good sheds, first rate stables, banner of health in the blooming cheek.
Sold wholesale and retail by the proprietor, a perfect cure. This much is placed beyond
Emery’s Mills, Aaron Webber;
W. B. Moffat, 367, Broadway, New York.
where every attention will be given to hor
a doubt by daily testimonies which would
Acton Corner, Stephen Merrill ;
The following are among the distressing, vari
ses, by experienced ostlers.
August, 1838.
°n oath ’ and ior this much Dr. W.
Lebanon, Libbey & Wood ;
ety-of
human
diseases,
to
which
the
Vegetable
J. TYLER.
dence
Can COnscientious|y request confiSouth Berwick, Parks & Wilson ;
Lite
Pills
are
well
known
to
be
infallible
Boston, Dec. 12,1838.
North Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs ;
HE subscribers, by virtue of a license
°ther and more conclusive demonstrations
DYSPEPSIA, by thoroughly cleansing the
Wells, Joseph Wilson ;
from the Judge of Probate for the of the efficacy of Dr. ’Evans’ Camomile
nrst and second stomachs, and creating a flow of
Wells, Ogunquit, Barak Maxwell, John H
County of Kennebec, will sell al Public Auc

pure healthy bile instead of the stale ’and acrid
1 reparations
and Apenent Medicines, are
kind ¡-Flatulency, Palpitation of the Heart, tion, on Wednesday, the twenty-third day of submitted by the following important and ex Spear ;
York Cape Neddick, George M. Free
Loss of Appetite, Heart-burn and Head-ache, January next, at ten o’clock, A. M., all the traordinary cures effected by their highly
B
Restlessness, Ill-temper, Anxiety, Langour, and right, title and interest Israel Herrin, late of medicinal qualities-ali of which may be man ;
York, Alexander Dennett;
Melancholy, which are the general symptoms of Clinton, had at the time of his decease in
York Corner, Samuel Douglass ;
Dyspepsia, will vanish, as a natural consequence and to one undivided half part of a certain seen at Dr. Wm. Evans’ Medical office, No
Buxton, C. M. Merrill, p. M. ;
ot its cure. Costiveness, by cleansing the whole lot of land situated in Acton, County of 7, Division street. One or two of these he
Buxton Corner, Nathan Elden’;
length of the intestines with a solvent process York, and is a part of lot No. 9, in the tenth herewith respectfully gives to a discrimina
ting public.
and without violence : all violent purges leave the
Limerick, John Sanborn ;
bowels costive within two days. Diarrhoea and range of lots in said Acton, and bounded as
Di . W. EVANS—Sir : Be pleased to receive the pNMWfi w'’1’"."'’3,1'1'118’ C‘lleb RCholera by removing the sharp acrid fluids by follows, viz :—on the north and west by thanks of one w ho has been a great sufferer for sev P. M.; West do. J. & S. c. Adams;
land of Nathaniel Jewett, on the south by eral years, for the great benefit she has received from
which
these
complaints
are
occasioned,
and
by
*^/ff/’OULD inform the inhabitants of KenFarsonsheld,Asa Dolton; North do., Milo
promoting the abricative secretion of the mucus land of Paul Farnham, and on the east by a the virtues of your inestimable Camomile Pills. She
’ v
nebunk and vicinity, that he has ta
membrane. Fevers of all kinds, by restoring the county road leading from Jonathan Young’s, has suffered with pain and distress in the head a iiffht- J. Goss ;
ken the building in Kennebunk adjoining blood to a regular circulation, through the process
Cornish, John McLellan ;
by the house of said Farnharn, being the ness across the stomach, shortness rfbreath, and pa’loiBryant & Warren’s, Apothecaries, formerly of perspiration in some cases, and the thorough
tation of the heart ; exercise would almost overcome
Limington, James McArthur;
same deeded by Simon Roberts to James her; but since using your Camomile Tonic Pills her
occupied as a Bake-House, anil has fitted it solution of al ,nle.tin.l obstructions in olhe™.
Waterborough, James Leavett.
Roberts, and by James Roberts to said Her complaints are removed-she is able to exercise with
up in good order for the above named busi 1 he Llf E PILLS have been known to cure Rheu
Agents lor York, Cumberland and Lincoln»
rin.—The sale will be at the house on tbe out fatigue, and she is happy to say can now enjoy
ness. CARRYALLS and LIGHT WAG matism permanently in three weeks, and Gout in
J y Counties wdl be supplied hereafter from Mr.,
premises.—Terms made known at the time life comfortably again.
GONS, of any style, built to order and war half that time, by removing local inflammation
Mrs. C. THORNTON, 84, Third st. N. Y
fe. H. Uolesworthy, Portland.
of
sale.
from the muscles and ligaments of the joints.
Newark, July 18, 1836-Dear Sir-For 4 year’s I
ranted.
—ALSO—
JOHN O. LANGLEY,
JOSEPH
EATON,
?
Dropsies of all kinds, by freeing and strengthenSTEPHEN STARK, ( Ex€>cutors. have been so unwell that I was unable to attend to Only authorized travelling Agent for the
n
neV
V
ndbladder
’
the
v
operate
most
my
business,
and
for
the
last
4
or
5
months
was
confin
done at short notice and on the most reasona delightfully on these important organs, and hence
v
,
State of MaiiiCi.
December 10, 1838.
ed to my room ; my complaints were rheumatism nain
Kennebunk, Feb. 10, 1838.
tf.
ble terms.
-—also—
have ever been found a certain remedy for the
tn my stomach, indigestion and loss of appetite ’ with
SLEIGHS, from the Trig Buggy down to worst cases of Gravel. Also, Worms, bv dislodgcontinual pain and dizziness in my head; ] used’diffhr
ent kinds of medicine without effect, until I commenced"
the old fashioned Family Sleigh, constantly ing from the turnings of the bowels the slimy mat
taking your invaluable Camomile and Aperient Pills- FipHE subscriber having contracted with
on hand, and will be sold as cheap as can be ter to which these creatures adhere ; Asthma and
their
beneficial effects upon me astonish all who know
purchased in this State.
Various kinds of consumption, by relieving the air vessels of the QAMUEL MENDUM informs the Gen- my situation. In a few days 1 shall be at your office
tbe town of Kennebunk, to snppor6
lungs
from
the
mucus,
which
even
slight
colds
LUMBER taken in part payment.
In ihZ the poor of said town for one year, hereby
tlemen of Kennebunk and vicinity that to express my gratitude to you in person
will
occasion,
which
if
not
removed
becomes
March 28, 1838.
mean time 1 subscribe myself your obedient servant gives notice, that he has made suitable pro
hardened, and produces those dreadful diseases, he continues to carry on the
Dr. Wm. Evans.
S’ •’ARV,S- 13 Ce»'re “>• ’ vision for them, and hereby forbids all perScurvy, Ulcers, and Inveterate Sores, by the
perfect purity which these Life Pills give to the
He therefore need only add that hi« sons harboring or trusting ony ofthe
and It!le burnors ’ S^rbutic Eruptions in a neat and fashionable manner, and has CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, together with of said town on his account or on account of
unon
by their alterative effect urn ¡ml the services of Mr- WARREN his
excellent
FAMILY
APERIENT tbe town, as he wiH pay no bill for their
ildreth & ayres would inform state oflhU'iSthat feed tbe skin’ the »norbid
WHUL, an experienced Cutter, , who will PILLS, can be obtained, wholesale or retail 8Utport’ k
. ™ ALEX- G- furnald.
Kennebunk, May 1, 1838.
jy
the inhabitants of Kennebunk and vi Sallow Wp,lch occasions nW Eruptive complaints, attend to that part of the business. He has at No. 7, Division st. near Chatham square,
Sons
rft
’
and
r
^disagreeable
Corn

cinity that they have taken the store in Ken
also made arrangements so that he will re New York, and of his authorised agents in
nebunk formerly occupied by Timothy Frost, dime will pff“he» USe of these Pllls lor a very sh°rt ceive the fashions as often as reported, and town and country.
an enVre CUr° Of Salt RheUm’ hopes hy diligent attention to business to
adjoining Mr. Kimball’s carriage manufacto
» stored on Capt. DJ. H. JONES corner of Middle and Union 4 LOO
Clearness of* f-nklnff »mprovement in the give satisfaction.
ry, where they will keep a good assortment Cea
Curt,s’8 wharf, Which will be
mess of the skin, Common Colds and In
streets, Portland, Agent for State of Maine,
WANTED as above a first rate seamstress.
of Furniture and Feathers, consisting of bu fluenza, will always be cured by one dose, or by
quirTdInpp^ordW in "ny qMn,i‘y ”•
where persons may apply for sub-Agencies.
reaus, sofas, tables, secretarys, common, fan two, even in the worst cases. Piles,-as a renf- Also two girls as apprentices.
Sole Agents, Daniel Remich, Kennebunk ;
Kennebunk, Dec. 15,1838.
cy, cane seat and mahogany chairs.
the Veffetab7e°LifeSpfflS,Df
°bStinata inaiad?’
James Crockett, Norway ; Thomas Chase, N.
Kennebunk, Nov. 24, 1838.’ LORD’
Kennebunk, Dec. 14,1838.
tne vegetable Life Pills deserve a distinct arffl
Yarmouth; Nathan Reynolds, Lewiston •
emphatic recommendation. It ¡s weH knoWn t(J
hundreds in this city that the Proprietor of these J>ATRIDGE’S LEATHER PRESER V- Joseph Griffih, Brunswick ; Palmer & Wash
burn, Gardiner ; R. G. Lincoln, Hallowell*
invaluable Pills, was himself afflicted with this JL
ATIVE,—for Chaise tops, harnesses,
Moses Noble,
Augusta 9; J.
iMiller, Old
Old’
xiuuio, zxugubld.
J. K.
lx. xYiliIer,
ATT
i
complaint for upwards of thirty-five years, and boots
I
®||
TONS screwed Hay by
and shoes,—for sale by the dozen or ATAvovo
town ; Duren & Thatcher, Bangor ; Samuel A L P
*T°n£ W
, av
? unsettled accounts
- . ,
------- «1UUUUIJU»
that he tried in yarn every remedy prescribed single
i
cannister,
by
Jackson
&
Co.
Belfast
;
Barker
Neal
Wis
s
t
#n
j
,
n
W
’
h
sub?cribers, of one year
WILLIAM LORD.
with
the
subscribers,
within the whole compass of the Materia Medina
Kennebunk, Dec. 6,1838.
rr. are
nrfi requested
rpniincifnrl to have
i___ them
.»
,r
casset ; Henry Hyde, Bath.
standing,
adjust«
Tr
,
,
0, REMICH.
He however, at length, tried the medicine which
Kennebunk, Oct. 16,1838.
February A 1837
ed.
u WILLIAM LORD & Co..
7
Kennebunk, Dec. 15,1838
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_PROBATE NOTICES-.

Eastern? stage House, No,
84, Ann Street, Boston.

Executor’s 8-ale.

Carriage Manufactory.

T

C. W. KIMBALL

Chaise Repairing & Painting,

To all Admirers of

FASHIONABLE DRESS.

Furniture & Feather Ware
house.

NOTICE.

Tailoring Business,

H

Cadiz Salt

FeatJier Preservative.
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